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59 -  WWII Mauser P08 Luger Pistol
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1
1 - GUN MAGAZINES                           
A complete set of 1974 (12) U.S The Gun Report magazines 
on antique and collectable firearms.  GC

2 - GUN MAGAZINES                           
12 U.S Gun Report Magazines, nine from 1973, the other 
1970’s.  GC

3 - TWO GUN BOOKS                           
Both soft cover annual type - 1986 Gun Digest plus Guns & 
Ammo Guide to Guns of the Gunfighters.  GC

4 - SIX MILITARY MANUALS                      
WWII period British/NZ Military paperback manuals on 
Anti Gas Training & Bomb Shelters etc.  GC

5 - FOUR MILITARY MANUALS                      
NZ/British Military, small format, soft cover manuals. Infan-
try section  leading 1938. Small Arms Training 1942. Train-
ing of an Ifantry Batalion  1940. Desert Warfare 1954.  GC

6 - WWII ARTILLERY SHELL                     
WWII British Military 25lb brass artillery shell, measures 4” 
accross the base by 11 1/2” high. Marked 1945 25. PRII.  GC

7 - WWI ARTILLERY SHELL                     
British Military WWI 18lb Artillery brass shell, 4” x 11 1/2” 
dated 1917 and  marked JCD and 18 PRII.  GC NLR

8 - ARTILLERY FUSES                         
Two WWI period, most likely, German Artillery Fuses. Both 
brass and about 3” diamater. These were popular war time 
souveniers.  FC

9 - BOFARS SHELL CASE                         
A WWII 40mm brass Bofars shell case. Marked 5-1942 A.L 
etc.  GC

10 - MILLS RIFLE GRENADE                     
An inert WWI period NO 36 M1 with gas check base plate 
fitted and marked O M Co 12/17. Missing the fill plug oth-
erwise GC

11 - MILLS BOMB                              
An inert WWII NZ Military NO 36M Mills type hand gre-
nade. The base marked MP 4-42 NO 36M M1. The lever is 
marked with NZ Railway Co. mark. The ring is a replace-
ment.  GC

12 - BRITISH EGG HAND GRENADE                
An inert late WWI circa 1918 NO 34 MK3 Egg Grenade. 
Cast iron body with faint markings. GC NLR

13 - GERMAN EGG GRENADE                      
WWI model 1917 “Eirhandgrante” German egg type hand 
grenade. Cast iron with fuse.  GC

14 - GERMAN STICK GRENADE                    
A high quality reproduction M1924 German stick grenade, 
has a nice aged look.  VGC

15 - BRITISH RIFLE GRENADE                   
An inert WWI British NO2 grenade with steel rod to allow 
firing from a blank cartridge.  GC  NLR

16 - CHILEAN MAUSER RIFLE                    
A German made Chilean contract model 1895 short rifle, 
19” 7x57 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The 
chamber with Chilean crest and marked MAUSER CHILE-
NO MODELO 1895 MANUFACTURA LOEWE BERLIN. 
Metalwork with grey patina and thin blue on the barrel. GC 
original woodwork with sling swivels.  GWO&C  ALR

17 - BERTHIER RIFLE                          
A French Military WWI period model 1907-15 8mm Lebel 
cal Berthier bolt action rifle, 32 3/4” barrel with original 
sights and bayonet lug and dated 1917. The receiver marked 
Etts Continsouza MLE 1907-15. Metalwork with most over-
all blue thinning on the edges. ExC original woodwork. All 
external numbers are matching, a hard variant to find.  VG-
ExWO&C  ALR

18 - BERTHIER M1916 CARBINE                  
French WWI period Berthier 1892/M16 8mm Lebel cal car-
bine, 18 3/4” barrel with original sights. Receiver marked 
Etts Continsouza MLE - M - 16 and fitted with larger box 
magazine. Metalwork with most thinning original finish. GC 
original woodwork.  VGWO&C  ALR

19 - BERTHIER M1892 CARBINE                  
Circa 1890’s French Military M1892 Berthier carbine, 19” 
8mm Lebel cal barrel with original sights, bayonet lug and 
marked MA C1939 with same serial number as the bolt. Re-
ceiver marked St Etinenne M/e 1892. Metalwork with thin-
ning overall blue. Mismatched number woodwork with some 
dings and chips otherwise GWO&C  ALR

20 - BERTHIER BAYONET
For the French model 1892 Benthier Mannlicher, 15 1/2” 
blade with full length fuller and arsenal mark. The quillion 
has been correctly shortened. GC wood grips and blued steel 
scabbard. GC

21 - LEBEL AMMO                              
24R of French Military 8mm Lebel ammo on MG solid belt.  
GC ALR

22 - MARTINI ENFIELD RIFLE                   
29 1/2” .303 cal barrel with original sights and British proof 
marks and bayonet lug on the front barrel band. The action is 
marked Khartoum 1911 on left hand side for Egypt and the 
right hand side Crown/UR BSA & M co 1875 II. Metalwork 
has most overall blue. GC correct woodwork complete with  
swivels.  G-VGWO&C  ALR

23 - LONGTOM RIFLE                           
A British/NZ Military ‘Long Tom’ Lee Enfield rifle, 30 1/2” 
.303 cal barrel with original sights and renumbered on the 
chamber. The wrist marked Crown UR BSA Co 1901 L.E.I*. 
Metalwork with most overall blue. VGC woodwork with  
lobbing sights, sling and NZ marked butt plate.  VGWO&C  
ALR

24 - WWI SMLE                                
A British Military WWI period NoIII * bolt action 303 cal 
rifle, 25” barrel with original sights & bayonet lug. The wrist 
marked BSA 1918. Metalwork with near all blue finish. ExC 
woodwork complete with sling, oil bottle & pull through. 
A nice example, increasingly hard to find. ExWO&C  ALR

25 - MARTINI HENRY SWORD BAYONET             
Pattern 1879 Artillery bayonet, 21 1/2” blade with saw back 
removed. Marked WD ARROW plus crown VR. Some pit-
ting towards the tip. The original leather grip is worn and 
has some cracking. Grey metal patina all over. Includes its 
original leather and steel scabbard. The end tip has seperated 
otherwise GC

26 - MARTINI HENRY BAYONET                   
Pattern 1876 socket bayonet for the British Military rifle, 
21 1/2” triangular blade, British ordnance marks. Dark grey 
overall patina.  GC

27 - PATTERN 1888 BAYONET                    
MKI 2nd type bayonet to suit Lee Metford rifle, 12” blade 
marked WD etc and Shefield maker. GC wood grips with oil 
hole & brass rivets. Includes original scabbard & frog.  VGC

28 - INDIAN PATTERN LEE ENFIELD BAYONET       
An Indian pattern No1 MKII WWII Lee Enfield bayonet, 11 
3/4” bayonet with Indian markings and 1942 date. Metal-
work with most overall blue. GC grips with leather and steel 
scabbard.  GC

29 - WWI ERFURT LUGER PISTOL                 
Imperial German P08 9mm pistol, 4” barrel, the chamber 
dated 1917 and the side with Imperail proofs. Toggle marked 
Erfurt. All external numbers are matching inluding the 
magazine and spare magazine. Metalwork has most overall 
original blue with some slight staining and thinning on the 
grip  straps and side plate. VGC original grips. Included is 
its original leather holster which is quite cracked, worn and 
missing the buckle.  G-VGWO&C   B/CLRPhotographs not necessarily to scale
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30 - BROOMHANDLE MAUSER PISTOL     
A German WWI C96 semi auto pistol, 5 1/2” 7.63 barrel 
with orignal sights and marked WAFFEN FABRIK MAUS-
ER OBERNDORF A/N on top of the chamber as well as 
the serial number and Imperial proof marks. The receiver 
marked on the right hand side with Mauser address. Met-
alwork has dark grey patina with traces of original blue in-
cluding fire blue on the rear sight. GC original grips with 
lanyard ring.  GWO&C  B/CLR

31 - MAUSER 1934 KRIEGSMARINE PISTOL               
A WWII period German semi auto pistol, 3 1/2” .32 cal 
barrel with original sights. The slide marked with Mauser 
Obendorf address and caliber. The frame is marked with 
Mauser banner.  The front  grip strap is marked with Ger-
man Naval marking N1607 which is also on the original 
magazine. Metalwork retains most overall blue. VGC orig-
nal grips.  VGWO&C CLR

32 - BAYARD PISTOL                   
A WWI Imperial German Bayard Model 1908 semi auto-
matic pocket pistol, 2”  .32 cal barrel with original sights, 
slide marked with cal info. The frame with Bayard logo 
and address. German test proof and acceptance mark on 
the frame and slide (built under German supervision). Met-
alwork retains near all original blue. Original hard rubber 
grips with some slight chipping. Includes original pebbled 
brown leather holster with spare magazine. At only 12.5cm 
overall length this is one of the smallest .32 cal pistols made 
and were popular with Officers.  VG-ExWO&C  CLR

33 - LEE ENFIELD BOOK                        
The British Service Lee 1880-1980 by Skennerton. Out of 
print must have book for the British collector. Hard cover, 
large format with 500 plus illustrations and 410 pages, 1st 
Edition.  ExC

34 - WEBLEY BOOK                             
Webley Revolvers by Bruce and Reinhart and revised from 
Dowell’s Webley story. Hard cover, 256 pages, B&W pho-
tos. Excellent, out of print reference.  ExC 

35 - BAYONET BOOKS                           
British & Commonwealth Bayonets by Shennerton & Rich-
ardson. Hard cover, large format, 400 pages, B&W photos. 
A long out of print must have reference book, plus The Brit-
ish Spike Bayonet by Skennerton, soft cover and small  for-
mat.  ExC

36 - TRANTER ARMY REVOLVER           
A NZ Military Tranter 1878 Army model 6 shot double 
action revolver, 6” .450cal octagonal barrel with orignal 
sights and marked 450 with Birmingham proofs. The frame 
marked N80Z on the left hand side and Tranters  patent on 
the right. Action is strong and metalwork retains most of its 
original blue which is still bright on the frame. VGC one 
piece original grip. Included is its open top leather holster 
with brass buckles and cleaning rod. Examples with this 
amount of finish are difficuilt to find.  VGWO&C B/CLR  

37 - WEBLEY MK5 REVOLVER  
WWI Period British Webley MKV double action revolver, 
4” .455 cal barrel with broad arrow and British proofs as 
well as MARK ‘V’ on the top strap and patent date of 1915 
on the frame. Metalwork with most overall finish and very 
slight holster wear at the muzzle. ExC original hard rubber 
grips with lanyard ring. Includes it leather  Military flap hol-
ster marked MAJOR KNUTSFORD.  ExWO&C  B/CLR

38 - WEBLEY MK VI REVOLVER        
British Military WWI Revolver, 6” .455 cal barrel. Ord-
nance marks above the cylinder as well as MARK VI, 
Webley logo and 1916 date on the frame. Metalwork has 
thinning original finish with dark patina. GC original hard  
rubber grips.  GWO&C B/CLR

39 - ENFIELD NO2 MKI REVOLVER        
WWII British Military Enfield .38 S&W cal revolver, 
5” barrel with original sights. The frame marked Enfield 
No2 MKI* 1940. Metalwork with near all Military finish. 
ExC original wooden grips with lanyard ring on the butt.   
ExWO&C  B/CLR

40 - SNUB NOSED ENFIELD REVOLVER    
British Military WWII period Enfield NO2 MKI* .38 S&W 
cal double action only 6 shot revolver. The barrel has been 
shortened to 2” in length and with foresight fitted. Metal-
work retains near all re-blue. GC original wooden grips. 
VGWO&C CLR

41 - 1903 SPRINGFIELD PARTS & ACCESSORIES    
Thirteen assorted small parts including floor plate and mag 
spring, firing pin rod, spring sight tool and ruptured case 
extractor. ExC

42 - M1 CARBINE PARTS                        
Thirteen small parts for the US M1 carbine. Includes firing 
pin and 6 coil  springs, trigger spring etc. In as new ExC

43 - M1 CARBINE TOOLS AND MAGAZINE           
Bolt assembly tool, gas piston wrench, L shaped tool and 15 
shot magazine.   ExC

44 - M2 SELECTFIRE KIT                       
The change lever and parts to convert M1-M2 carbine or 
repair modified M2.  ExC

45 - BRUNSWICK RIFLE                         
A scarce antique British Military Brunswick pattern 1847 
side action percussion rifle, 30” 2 groove .704 cal round bar-
rel with barley corn foresight and single position rear sight. 
Fitted with notched bayonet bar and ordnance marked. The 
lock plate with faint Victorian Crown. Metalwork with aged 
grey patina and some areas of speckling to the plate. VGC 
original woodwork with brass furniture & patch box. There 
is a 3cm aged crack near one of the lock screws. Includes 
original sling swivels & original rod. VGWO&C  NLR

46 - LANCASTER CARBINE                       
An antique circa 1850’s British Charles Lancaster percus-
sion military carbine, 31 1/2” .577 cal oval bored barrel 
with original sights and bayonet bar and London proved. 
The lock plate marked CHARLES LANCASTER LON-
DON. Metalwork with blue to dark grey patina and only 
minor speckling. The woodwork has a mismatched fore 
stock otherwise in VGC with brass furniture and ram rod.  
VGWO&C  NLR

47 - PATTERN 53 RIFLE                        
British Military pattern 1853 rifle-musket, 39” .577 cal bar-
rel with  original sights and ordnance marked. The lock plate 
marked with Royal Cyhper and 1861 TOWER. Metalwork 
has grey patina. VGC original woodwork with brass furni-
ture, three steel bands and includes its swivels and rod. G-
VGWO&C NLR

48 - THREE BAND SNIDER RIFLE                     
A circa late 1860’s British Military snider Breech loading 
rifle conversion of the pattern 53 rifle - Musket, 36 1/2” 
.577 cal barrel with original sights. The action plate with-
out markings but the tang has what appears to be Indian or 
Eastern markings which are also on the butt plate and bar-
rel band. Metalwork with grey metal patina. VGC original 
woodwork with some dings complete with swivels and rod.  
GWO&C  ALR

49 - LANCASTER BAYONET                       
Pattern 1855 sword bayonet for the British Military Lancas-
ter rifle, 23 3/4” pipe back blade in VGC with crown and 
faint makers mark. Brass guard and hilt with regimental 
mark. VGC worn leather grips.  VGC

50 - PATTERN 1856/58 BAYONET                 
For the British Military Enfield rifle, 22 1/2” Yataghan style 
blade with Knights head mark and dark patina all over. 
Worn leather grips. GC WD marked steel scabbard.  GC
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51 - BRUNSWICK BAYONET                       
For the British Military pattern 1837 rifle, 21 3/4” blade 
in VGC and marked  Enfield. Brass guard and handle with 
early type round catch.  VGC

52 - SNIDER AMMUNITION                       
Five original 577 cal paper cartridges for the British Mili-
tary snider rifle or carbines.  GC ALR

53 - SNIDER AMMO                             
Five .577 cal rounds for the British Military rifle. Four card-
board, one steel as well as an empty steel round.  GC ALR

54 - MARTINI HENRY AMMUNITION                
Four rounds for the British Military 577/450 cal Martini 
Henry. Two foil type and two brass. GC  ALR 

55 - MARTINI HENRY PROJECTILES               
Approx. 100 lead cast projectiles for the 577/450 Martini 
Henry rifle. GC

56 - MARTINI HENRY PROJECTILES               
Approx. 100 cast projectiles for the 577/450 Martini Henry 
rifle.  GC

57 - COLT 1911A1 PISTOL             
A WWII US Military circa 1943 Colt 1911A1 semi auto-
matic pistol, 5” .45acp cal barrel, the slide with original 
sights and Colt address, logo and patent dates. The frame 
is marked UNITED STATES PROPERTY M1911A1 US 
ARMY and with inspectors marks. The inside grip strap is 
marked with what looks like Thai lettering. Metalwork has 
most parkerised finish. ExC correct brown chequered plastic 
grips.  VGWO&C  B/CLR

58 - US MILITARY COLT 1903 PISTOL   
A Circa 1941 US Military Colt model 1903 hammerless 
semi automatic pistol, 3 3/4” .32 cal barrel. The slide marked 
with Colt address etc and the frame marked US PROPERTY 
and inspectors mark on the triggerguard. Metalwork  retains 
near all original blue finish with slight holster wear on the 
edges.  ExC original chequered walnut grips with Colt me-
dalion and original Colt marked magazine. These pistols 
were popular with OSS and are seldom seen for sale.  VG-
ExWO&C  CLR

59 - WWII LUGER PISTOL               
A very fine example of a Nazi German P08 Luger pistol, 
4” 9mm cal barrel with Nazi inspection mark and serial 
number. The chamber dated 1938, the side with Military 
acceptance and test proofs. The toggle code marked S/42  
(Mauser-Werke). All external numbers including the maga-
zine are matching. Metalwork retains near all its original 
bright salt blue including the small parts with only a few 
faint scratches. ExC original walnut sharply chequered 
grips. One of the best examples of this model we have seen 
and in near perfect condition, ideal for the discerning collec-
tor. ExWO&C  B/CLR

60 - NAMBU PISTOL                    
Imperial Japanese WWII type 14 semi auto pistol, 4 1/2” 
8mm cal barrel. The receiver marked with Nagoya Nambu 
- Kokubunji factory marks and Showa 15 6 for June 1940. 
Large type trigger guard. Metalwork with most overall fin-
ish and slight pinpricking on the barrel. VGC original wood 
grips and matching serial number on the magazine.  VG-
ExWO&C  B/CLR

61 - WALTHER PPK PISTOL           
German pre war circa 1930’s Walther semi auto PPK pis-
tol, 3 1/4” .32 cal barrel. Slide marked with Zella-Mehlis 
address and 45 degree safety.  Metalwork has most overall 
blue thinning on the edges with some holster wear and pin 
prick marks in a few areas. VGC original brown Bakelite 
grips.  Includes its original brown leather breakaway holster 
which is Nazi marked.  GWO&C  CLR

62 - WWII LUGER HOLSTER                      
Black leather flap holster for the German P08 pistol. The 
back marked bml/41 P08 and Waffen-amt.  ExC

63 - LUGER FIRING PIN                        
Firing pin, spring and follower for 9mm P08 pistol.  GC

64 - LUGER GRIP SCREWS                       
Two pairs of original grip screws for the P08 pistol. Most 
overall blue.   VGC

65 - WORLD OF LUGERS BOOK                    
World of Lugers Proof Marks by Costanzo. This long out of 
print 1st Edition is a must have for any Luger collector and 
is regularly referenced in more modern books. Hardcover, 
with gold embossed logo, 431 pages with excellent  line art 
of markings making it a great reference book which are sel-
dom  available for sale. ExC

66 - KRIEGHOFF LUGER BOOK                    
The Krieghoff Parabellum by Gibson. Hard cover, large for-
mat, 280 pages, colour and B&W photos. This signed 1st 
Edition is ideal for the Luger collectors library.  ExC

67 - LUGER BOOK                              
Luger by John Walter - An Illustrated History. Hard cover, 
large format, 255 pages, B&W photos. Excellent reference 
book.  GC

68 - MP40 BOOK                               
Blitzkrieg - The MP40 Maschinen Pistole of WWII by Lan-
namico. Soft cover, large format, 279 pages, B&W photos. 
Includes history and development of the German SMG from 
MP18-MP40.  NEW

69 - 1914 IRON CROSS                         
WWI 1st Class 1914 Iron Cross, flat pin back type and 
marked KO makers mark under the retaining clip some 
slight areas of rust coming through the enamel. Approx. 
43x43mm.  GC

70 - GAU HONOR BADGE                         
Nazi German Gau Honor Badge for Sudetenland. Gold 
leaves with blue enamel Swastika on Eagle and 1939 also 
in blue. The back with gold wash and flat pin. The Eagle is 
riveted in to place. Measures approx. 52x52mm, some flak-
ing to the enamel otherwise VGC.

71 - 1939 IRON CROSS                         
German 1939 2nd Class Cross. Shinkel type non magnetic 
centre, 43x43mm. Includes ribbon and original blue paper 
packet, faded on the edges and marked in black. ExC

72 - DESTROYER AWARD                         
WWII Nazi German Destroyer Award. Gold wreath with 
Eagle and Swastika and blackened Destroyer. The curved 
obverse is blackened with bottle pin and marked FO, ap-
prox. 52x42mm. VGC

73 - LUFTWAFFE FLAK AWARD                    
German WWII Flak Badge. Obverse marked WH with 
round pin, approx. 65x44mm.  VGC

74 - BABY BROWNING PISTOL             
A nice Belgian ‘Baby’ model Browning pocket pistol, 2” 
.25acp cal barrel, slide marked with FN herstal address. 
Metalwork retains nearly all original bright blue. VGC orig-
inal BABY logo hard rubber grips. ExWO&C CLR

75 - BROWNING VEST PISTOL               
Belgian Browning model 1906 .25 acp cal semi auto pistol, 
2” barrel, slide  marked with FN address etc. Metalwork has 
most overall blue, thinning on the edges and some minor 
speckling. Variant with both grip and manual safety.  VGC 
original hard rubber grips.  G-VGWO&C  CLR

76 - NZ BROWNING 1910 PISTOL         
An early Browing model 1910 .32 cal semi automatic pistol 
ratailed by Willam Hazard of Auckland, circa 1910-20’s, 3 
1/2” .32 cal barrel. The slide marked FN and Herstal address 
as well as Wm H. Hazard Auckland on the top. Metalwork 
retains near all its original nickel plating. ExC original hard  
rubber FN logo grips and original plated magazine. VG-
ExWO&C CLR
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77 - BROWNING 1910/22 PISTOL       
A Belgian Browning 1922 semi auto pistol, 4 1/2” .32 cal 
barrel with original sights on the slide which is marked FN 
Herstal etc. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish 
with some holster wear at the muzzle. VGC hard rubber 
logo grips with lanyard ring at the base.  VG-ExWO&C  
BCLR

78 - PINFIRE REVOLVER                        
A, most likely, Belgian antique Lefaucheux type 6 shot pin-
fire revolver, 3  1/4” 7mm cal octagonal barrel. The frame is 
bronze while the barrel, cylinder and folding trigger are all 
steel. Metalwork has dark patina and is scroll engraved as 
are the original grips.  VGWO&C  NLR

79 - LARGE PINFIRE REVOLVER                  
A large Lefaucheux type 6 shot double action pinfire an-
tique revolver, 6 1/4” octagonal to round 12mm cal barrel. 
The frame, cylinder and barrel are bronze and feature scroll 
engraving. VGC original chequered grips. The action cocks 
and fires but fails to index otherwise VGC  NLR

80 - TWO PINFIRE REVOLVERS                   
Two Belgian 7mm cal antique pinfire revolvers. Both with 
folding triggers. One is engraved the other plain, both ac-
tions are at fault otherwise GC NLR

81 - GERMAN M71/84 BAYONET                   
Germany’s first knife bayonet for the model 1871/84 rifle, 
9.8” blade with Weycrsberg logo and 3/4” length fuller. The 
blade and steel parts with some staining and the steel scab-
bard complete with leather frog has near all blue.  GC

82 - SWEDISH MAUSER BAYONET                  
M1914 bayonet for the M1894/14 Mauser carbine, 13” 
blade with Swedish mark. GC wooden grips. The guard, 
pommel and steel scabbard with most thinning original 
blue.  GC

83 - ROSS RIFLE BAYONET                      
A seldom seen bayonet for the Canadian Ross rifle, 10” 
blade with dark patina, wooden grips marked with K on 
both sides. The hilt marked with Ross logo and with Cana-
dian acceptance mark and dated 12/15.  GC

84 - GALIL BAYONET                           
For the Isreali Military assault rifle, 6 3/4” blued blade. 
Ribbed resin handle and includes its plastic and webbing 
sheath.  ExC 

85 - AK M BAYONET                            
A communist block AKM type II bayonet, 5 3/4” blade with 
blued guard and pommel brown wood grain celluloid handle 
and steel scabbard.  ExC 

86 - 1903 SPRINGFIELD RIFLE                  
US Military 30.06 cal 03’ Springfield bolt action rifle, 25” 
barrel with US and flying bomb marks, sight protector and 
bayonet lug. The barrel is also Arsenal marked and dated 
9.20. Chamber is marked US SPRINGFIELD ARMORY 
MODEL 1903. The receiver has been quite heavily pitted 
on the back and side at some time and has been cleaned 
back to a grey/silver metal finish. The barrel and other metal 
parts have a Military blue finish. ExC most likely refinished 
wooden stock with sling.  GWO&C  ALR

87 - NO 4 RIFLE                              
A WWII US Savage made lend lease NO 4 303cal Military 
rifle, 25” barrel with original sights. Receiver marked US 
property and S NO 4 MKI* as well as flying bomb. Met-
alwork has thinning original finish. Woodwork  with some 
dings and webbing sling.  GWO&C ALR

88 - SIAMESE LEE ENFIELD RIFLE               
A seldom seen Siamese contract No.3 SMLE, 25” .303 
cal barrel with original sights. The chamber marked with 
Siamese characters as is the wrist which also has a styal-
ised lions head and marked BSA. Metalwork retains most 
overall finish. GC original woodwork with lacquered finish.  
VGWO&C  ALR

89 - NAGANT RIFLE                            
A Soviet Union WWII period M91/30 Nagant Military ri-
fle, 29 1/2” 7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights. The 
receiver dated 1939 and Tula Arsenal code. Metalwork 
with grey patina and traces of original finish. VGC original 
woodwork.  GWO&C  ALR

90 - PINEAPLE HANDGRENADE                    
An inert US WWII period M10 A1 ‘Pineaple’ granade. Thin 
green paint finish.  GC NLR

91 - JAPANESE KNEE MORTAR ROUND              
An inert WWII Japanese type 89 Knee mortar round, with-
out fuse fitted but has top fitted with Japenese characters. 
Red, yellow and copper bands. ExC NLR

92 - GALLIPOLI HANDGRENADE                  
A very rare WWI inert Turkish Tufenjieff grenade. This was 
the standard grenade used by the Turk’s at Gallipoli and the 
first of these we have ever seen.  ExC

93 - NO3 RIFLE GRENADE                       
An inert WWI British Military NO3 MKI rifle grenade. The 
top dated 1917 and NO3-1. All complete except rod. GC

94 - US M67 GRENADE                          
Inert round type American Fragmentation handgrenade. 
Near all dark green paint.  GC

95 - S&W VICTORY REVOLVER         
A US WWII period Victory model 10 double action revolv-
er, 4 3/4” .38 S&W cal barrel and 6 shot cylinder. Barrel 
marked Smith & Wesson as well as patent and caliber, frame 
with logo and UNITED STATES PROPERTY. Metalwork 
has most thinning original parkerised finish. GC original 
wood grips with lanyard ring on the frame as well as fly-
ing bomb and inspectors marks. The cylinder release is a bit 
sticky otherwise GWO&C  B/CLR

96 - COLT NEW SERVICE REVOLVER     
A WWI British Military issued Colt New Service 6 shot 
double action revolver circa 1916, 5 2/3” .455 cal barrel 
with original sight and marked with Colt address and NEW 
SERVICE 455 ELEY. The frame British ordnance marked 
above the cylinder latch. Metalwork has grey metal patina 
and some pin pricking  on the barrel and cylinder. The cyl-
inder does not always index correctly. The original grips are 
chipped at the base on both sides. Includes its original lan-
yard ring.  FC  B/CLR

97 - GLISENTI REVOLVER                 
Italian Military Bodeo type model 1889 revolver, 4 1/4” 
10.35mm octagonal barrel stamped with cal and original 
foresight. The frame dated 1930. Metalwork with most 
overall blue. VGC original grips.  VGWO&C B/CLR

98 - ITALIAN REVOLVER                  
An Italian Military GLISENTI M1889 Bodeo type double 
action revolver, 4 1/3” 10.35 cal octagonal barrel. The frame 
marked VERNADELLI GARDONE 1930. Metalwork with 
most overall blue. GC original grips.  VGWO&C  B/CLR

99 - BERETTA M1 GARAND            
A rare Italian Beretta made .308 cal version of the US M1 
Garand rifle produced with Winchester tooling, 23 1/2” 
7.62x51 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug.  The 
receiver is marked BERETTA - ARMI ROMA - ITALIA  
and Crown over FKF (Danish Military Contract). Metal-
work retains nearly all its original parkerised finish and the 
woodwork is also in ExC. The gun is in as issued like new 
ExWO&C  ELR

100 - L1A1 RIFLE                
A NZ Military L1A1 semi automatic rifle, 24 1/2” .308 
cal barrel including its flash hider, bayonet lug and origi-
nal sights. The receiver marked RIFLE, 7.62mm L1A1 and 
AD62 prefix on the serial number. Metalwork has thinning  
original blue turning silver on the edges. GC wooden fur-
niture with original swivels and 20R magazine.  GWO&C  
ELR
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101 - SPAS 12 SHOTGUN              
A rare Italian Franchi SPAS Combat shotgun. Capable of 
firing both semi automatic or pump action, 21” 12g barrel 
with ghost ring sight. The receiver is marked SPAS 12L 
FRANCHI etc. Metalwork retains new all original finish.  
Original top folding metal stock and synthetic pistol grip 
and forend. These  iconic 1980’s shotguns featured in many 
movies and were supplied to several  government organisa-
tions. This is the first example we have had for sale in  many 
years and they are now seldom seen.  ExWO&C  ELR

102 - WWII M1 GARAND SCABBARD                 
An original US leather scabbard for the M1 Garand rifle. 
Marked US BOYT 42.   VGC

103 - 03’ SPRINGFIELD RIFLE SCABBARD           
A genuine US Military leather rifle scabbard for the 03 
Springfield. There is a faint US mark but the date can not be 
made out, most likely WWI period.   VGC

104 - BROWNING MG BOOK                        
Browning Machine Gun Shop Manual by Iannamico. This 
soft cover, large format book compiles the best shop manu-
als on the 1917A1, 19A2, 1919A4, M2HB and .30 & .50 
Aircraft machine guns. In its original shrink wrap.  NEW

105 - MP41 MAGAZINE                           
A German WWII 32R magazine for the MP41 9mm SMG 
(also fits 38&40). Marked  MP41 and PATENT SCHMEISS-
ER. Most overall finish. GC                  

106 - MP 38/40 MAGAZINE                       
32R 9mm cal magazine for the WWII German SMG. 
Marked M.P.38V.40 kur43 and Waffen-amt, most overall 
blued finish.  VGC

107 - MP40 SLING                              
Original Nazi German leather sling for the MP38/40 SMG. 
The ordnance code is hard to read, dated 43 and Waffen-
amt, leather in VGC.

108 - MP44 SLING                              
Original leather sling and keeper for the assault rifle. Clearly 
Waffen-amt and dated 1943 ewx code. VGC

109 - MG34 SLING                              
Original WWII leather sling for the German MG code 
marked ddg 43.

110 - SS ‘TOTENKOPF’ BOOK                     
Totenkopf by Trang. Hard cover, large format, B&W pho-
tos, 480 pages. Covers  a feared elite SS Unit responsible for 
many war crimes. Includes 100’s of  photos. NEW

111 - VICKERS BOOK                            
The Grand Old Lady of No Mans Land by Goldsmith. Long 
out of print reference on the Vickers machine gun. Hard 
cover, 567 pages with B&W photos. A must have with cop-
ies selling for over $350 US. ExC

112 - US S.M.G BOOK                           
United States Submachine Guns From the America 180 to 
the ZX-7 by Lannamico. Soft cover, large format, B&W 
photos and 486 pages.  NEW

113 - HANDGUN BOOK                            
Handguns of the World-Military Revolvers and Self load-
ers from 1870-1945 by Ezell. Hard cover, large format, 700 
pages with B&W photos. A great reference.  GC

114 - COLT PYTHON REVOLVER          
A high quality US Colt Python 6 shot double action revolv-
er, 8” .357 cal barrel marked PYTHON 357 and Colt ad-
dress etc, fitted with its original adjustable sights. The frame 
marked with Colt logo and the metalwork retains all its fac-
tory Royal blue finish. ExC original Colt logo chequered 
Walnut  grips. Includes its original box and paperwork. Hard 
to find a better example of these highly desirable and col-
lectable Colt Custom shop revolvers in like new ExWO&C  
B/CLR

115 - COLT OFFICERS PISTOL            
A Colt MKIV Series 80 .45 acp cal officers model semi auto 
pistol, 3 1/2” .45 acp cal barrel. Slide with original fixed 
sights and Colt markings. Stainless steel metalwork with 
only a few minor scratches. ExC original black Colt logo 
grips. Includes its original box. In as new ExWO&C  CLR

116 - COLT COMPACT GOVERNMENT .380 PISTOL   
A Colt MKIV Series 80 Government pistol, 3 1/4” barrel 
with original fixed sights on the slide and Colt markings. 
Stainless steel metalwork in ExC as are the original black 
plastic grips. Includes original box and extra magazine.  
ExWO&C  CLR

117 - COLT MATCH TARGET PISTOL 
US Colt Match Target variant of the Woodsman .22lr semi 
automatic pistol  circa 1966, 6” heavy slab sided barrel with 
original adjustable sights. Barrel and frame marked with 
Colt logo and address. Metalwork with near all  blue. ExC 
original wooden target grips.  VG-ExWO&C  B/CLR

118 - 2 1/2” PYTHON BARREL                    
An extremely rare Colt Factory 2 1/2” Python .357 magnum 
cal barrel. Retains  all its original Royal blue finish. Will fit 
on any Python without modification to the ejector rod.   ExC

119 - SS DANZIG PIN                           
WWII German Stick pin. Red, black and white enamel 
Danzig unit flag. The  obverse marked STUMPFU . SOHN 
DANZIG SILBER GES.GESCH. The pin is grooved.  
Measures approx. 56x18mm.  VGC

120 - LUFTWAFE PIN                            
WWII Nazi German Luftwaffe silver Eagle stick pin. 
Grooved pin with slight bend. Some of the base metal show-
ing through. Measures approx. 48x29mm.  VGC

121 - LUFTWAFFE PILOTS RING                   
A scarce WWII Nazi German silver Pilots Ring. Luftwaff e 
Eagles with Swastika on the face and two sides, hollow back 
and 925 silver mark.  VGC

122 - SS OFFICERS BELT BUCKLE                 
WWII Nazi German die struck SS Officers belt buckle. 
Front with Eagle, Swastika and motto. The back stamped 
with the #5 RZM and SS marks plus AOHGV in circle.  
VGC

123 - SS 25 YEAR BADGE                        
WWII Nazi German SS 25 year service badge. Gold colour 
on the badge and dark copper colour on the hanger. Runes 
and wreath on the front and the back FUR TRUE DIESTE 
IN DER and runes.  VGC

124 - LUFTWAFFE TANK BADGE                    
A very rare Luftwaffe Panzer Tank Battle badge. Silver 
Luftwaffe Eagle and Swastika with blackened tank in-
side wreath. Approx. 55mm x40mm. Round pin clasp and 
marked L50 on the back. VGC

125 - BRNO Z947 SPORTING RIFLE                
A now seldom seen and very desirable circa 1956 Czech 
Brno model Z947 hunting rifle, 24 1/2” 30.06 cal barrel with 
original sights and marked with cal and CZ BRNO etc and 
dated 56 as is the action which is fitted with a  bridge mount 
and rings. Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC  
woodwork with swivels.  ExWO&C  ALR

126 - MAUSER SPORTING RIFLE                   
A vintage Mauser 98 8mm cal sporting rifle, 24 1/2” 8mm 
cal barrel with iron sights and sling swivel. The receiver 
fitted with period scope and mounts. Action has double 
set triggers. Metalwork with near all blue thinning on the  
scope. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C  ALR

127 - K11 SPORTING RIFLE                      
A sporterised Swiss K11 7-5x55 cal hunting rifle, 23” bar-
rel with original sights. The straight pull action with claw 
mount bases. Metalwork with near all blue. VGC sporter 
stock.  VGWO&C  ALR
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128 - SWEDISH TARGET RIFLE                    
Carl Gustaf model CG 80 6-5x55 cal single shot target rifle, 
30” heavy barrel with correct sights. Action marked with 
makers name etc. Metalwork with most overall finish. VGC 
original adjustable target stock. VGWO&C  ALR

129 - GERMAN FLARE PISTOL                     
Imperial German WWI period Hebel type flare pistol, 9” 
octagonal to round barrel with German proofs. The frame 
marked with what looks to be G&Co. Metalwork has thin-
ning original finish. Missing the original wooden grips oth-
erwise GWO&C  NLR

130 - NO1 MKIII FLARE PISTOL                  
WWII Australian Colonial Suger Company made brass 
flare pistol, 5 3/4” brass barrel and frame. Australian proved 
and Military marked as well as CSR SYDNEY III*42. GC 
original hard rubber grips with very small chip at the base. 
Includes fired case.  VGWO&C  NLR

131 - ARGENTINE SHORT SWORD                   
A scarce and unusual German made model 1909 short 
sword/bolo knife for the Argentine Military, 14 3/4” blade 
marked Weyersberg etc Solingen and on the other side 
Modelo Argentino 1909 and crest. The blade is in VGC, 
has some staining to the pommel and guard. VGC original 
wooden grips and steel scabbard with near all blue.  GC

132 - KUKRI KNIFE                             
An Indian Military 3rd pattern Kukri knife, 11 1/2” blade 
with a few areas of rust staining and marked I arrow D and 
L??? below. Wooden grip with steel rivets. Includes leather 
bound scabbard with steel tip.  GC

133 - GERMAN MEDAL PRICE GUIDE BOOK           
Price Guide Germany 1871-1945, Orders - Decorations - 
Award Documents by Niemann. A massive hard cover book, 
978 pages, B&W photos, estimates in Euros’s and US, circa 
2008. A must have for the collector. In new ExC.

134 - GERMAN DAGGER BOOK                      
Third Reich Daggers 1933-1945 by Bowain. Medium for-
mat, hard cover, B&W photos, 485 pages. Excellent refer-
ence book for identification and reproduction recognition.  
ExC

135 - GERMAN REFORM PISTOL      
An extremely rare and unusual August Schuler reform pistol 
circa 1906-10. Features four 2 3/4” .25acp cal barrels that 
rise up each time the trigger is fired. The barrels are marked 
BREVETE D.R.P 177023 with German Eagle as  well as 
the German nitro proof which is also on the frame. The se-
rial number on the barrels and frame match and is marked 
MADE IN GERMANY on the butt.  Metalwork has most 
overall blue on the barrels and thinning on the frame.  There 
are some ares of pinpricking on the frame near the barrels. 
Missing  the original grips. GWO&C  CLR

136 - PALM SQUEEZER PISTOL                 
An unusual and desirable antique French Gaulois palm 
squeezer 8mm cal pistol, 2” barrel with original sight and 
marked GAULOIS. Above the chamber is marked cal. 
8m/m. Metalwork is factory engraved with ‘Art Deco’ style  
floral engraving and most original blue. Also marked with 
French makers logo.  ExWO&C  CLR

137 - ITALIAN POCKET REVOLVER            
A scarce Italian circa late 1940’s Ufficio Scambi Commer-
ciale .25acp cal double action pocket revolver. Similar to the 
Velo dog pattern or puppy bulldog revolvers, 1 1/2” octago-
nal barrel. The receiver has a concealed hammer and side 
mounted safety and folding trigger. Marked 6 m/m Welo 
Dog and faint British Nitro proof on the butt. Metalwork 
has most overall blue thinning on the edges. VGC original 
chequered wooden grips.  VGWO&C  CLR

138 - PUPPY REVOLVER                 
A Spanish made .22rf Puppy variant of the bulldog type re-
volver, 1 1/4” round barrel with foresight. Top strap marked 
MADE IN SPAIN, 5 shot cylinder with folding trigger and 
exposed hammer for both double and single action. Metal-
work with most blue, GC hard rubber grips.  VGWO&C  
CLR

139 - TWO PUPPY REVOLVERS              
Both .22rf small versions of the bulldog pattern revolver. 
The first uses a S&W type hinged frame and has folding 
trigger. Action is at fault and missing grips. The second is 
a Spanish model with broken hammer and action at fault. 
Suitable for parts or project.  PC CLR

140 - WEBLEY RIC REVOLVER           
A British Webley antique 5 shot RIC (Royal Irish Constabu-
lary) model double action revolver, 2 1/2” .450 cal barrel 
with British proofs. The frame marked WEBLEY’S RIC 
MODEL/83 plus logo and MADE IN ENGLAND as is the 
top  strap. Metalwork has dark patina all over. VGC original 
one piece grip with lanyard ring.  GWO&C  CLR

141 - GERMAN WOUND BADGE                      
A mid war production Nazi German gold wound badge. 
Obverse marked L/40 with  round pin. Approx. 45x37mm.  
VGC

142 - BRONZE COMBAT CLASP                     
WWII Nazi German bronze close combat clasp. Bottle 
shaped pin. Approx. 97x25mm.  GC

143 - GENERAL ASSAULT BADGE                   
Nazi German Award for 75 infantry attacks. Gold wreath 
and #75 with black background, grey Eagle etc. Flat bottle 
type pin. Measures approx. 53x46mm.  GC

144 - LUFTWAFFE PARATROOPERS BADGE            
Nazi German Paratroopers award. Gold Eagle and Swastika 
with oak and laurel  wreath. Round pin and obverse marked 
PM 900. Measures approx. 52x42mm.  VGC 

145 - LUFTWAFFE CLASP                         
Nazi Luftwaffe gold flight clasp for glider and transport 
crew.  Blackened eagle with gold wreath. Obverse marked 
G.H DSANG DRESDEN and bubbling to the finish. Bottle 
shaped pin. Measures approx. 75x15mm.  VGC

146 - ARMY PARATROOPER BADGE                  
Nazi WWII Army Paratroopers badge. Wreath with slight 
traces of gold.  Measures approx. 55x42mm and has a round 
pin.  GC

147 - COASTAL ARTILLERY BADGE                 
Nazi German late WWII Coastal Artillery badge. Swastika 
has been shaved down. Measures approx. 55x40mm and a 
round pin.  GC

148 - BERETTA 1934 PISTOL          
A WWII Italian Beretta .380 cal semi auto pistol, 3 1/4” 
barrel, the slide  marked Beretta etc with 1938 date. Metal-
work retains near all original blue thinning slightly on the 
edges. ExC original Bakelite logo grips. Includes its correct 
Military holster. One of the best examples we have seen.  
ExWO&C  CLR

149 - SAVAGE MODEL 1907 PISTOL       
US Savage semi automatic pistol, 3 1/2” .32 cal barrel. Slide 
with Savage address and patent info. Metalwork has most 
overall blue with a small fingernail size section of pitting 
below the ejection port. VGC original hardrubber grips.  
GWO&C CLR

150 - ASTRA 3000 PISTOL             
A nice quality circa 1950’s Spanish Astra semi automatic 
pistol, 3 3/4” .380 cal barrel with original fixed sights. The 
slide marked Astra Mod 3000 etc. Action features a grip 
safety and manuel safety. Metalwork retains near all original 
nickel plating. ExC original white plastic grips.  ExWO&C  
CLR
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151 - RIGARMI PISTOL              
A scarce Italian Rino Galese .25acp cal Rigarmi model 
pocket pistol,  2 1/4” barrel, the slide marked with makers 
name and model. Metalwork retains nearly all original blue. 
ExC original white pearl style grips.  VG-ExWO&C  CLR

152 - UNIQUE POCKET PISTOL          
French UNIQUE model 10 .25 acp pocket pistol based on 
the 1906 Browning, 2 1/8” barrel, the slide with makers 
name etc. Metalwork with most overall blue. VGC original 
hard rubber grips.  G-VGWO&C CLR

153 - REMINGTON LEE RIFLE                     
Rare NZ Military issue Remington Lee bolt action rifle, 24 
1/2” .43 Spanish cal barrel with correct sights and marked 
NZ broad arrow 87 on the chamber and patent info on the 
receiver. Metalwork has grey metal dark patina. GC wood-
work finishing in front of the band and with single swivel. 
GWO&C  ALR

154 - LEE ENFIELD NO III RIFLE                
WWII Australian SMLE .303 cal rifle, 25” barrel with 
bayonet lug and original sights. The wrist marked Lithgow 
SMLE III 1941. Metalwork with most original blue. GC  
original woodwork complete with sling.  VGWO&C  ALR

155 - P14 RIFLE                               
A British Military WWI P14 .303 cal bolt action rifle, 26 
3/4” 303 cal barrel marked with * in circle and W prefix (for 
Winchester). The receiver is broad arrow marked, British 
proved and fitted with apperture sight. Metal work has most 
overall blue thinning on the edges. VGC original woodwork 
complete with sling swivels.  VGWO&C ALR

156 - NO7 KNIFE BAYONET                       
British Military Knife bayonet to fit the No4 SMLE or MK 
5 sten gun, 7.8” blade with slight staining in a few areas 
and marked NO7 MK 1/L at the base. Brown resin handle 
with swiveling pommel. Includes steel scabbard and canvas 
frog.  VGC

157 - M17 BAYONET                             
US WWI bayonet for the M17 rifle (also fits P14) 18 3/4” 
blade marked Remington 1917 and US with flying bomb 
and retains large amounts of blue. GC wooden grips with 
two grooves. Includes steel and leather scabbard. GC

158 - JUNGLE CARBINE BAYONET                  
Scarce British Military No. 5 MKI bayonet for the NO5 rifle 
or Sterling SMG, 7.9” blade with twin fullers and marked 
WSC at the base. VGC original wooden grips and steel 
scabbard.  VGC

159 - 303 OIL BOTTLES                         
Twelve brass oil bottles for the Lee Enfield. Assorted ord-
nance headstamps.   GC

160 - 303 OIL BOTTLES                         
Same as previous lot. GC

161 - STERLING SMG                 
British Sterling MK4, 9mm SMG, 8 1/4” barrel with venti-
lated shroud with bayonet lug and correct sights. Magazine 
well marked STERLING SMG 9M/M MK4 (L2A3) and 
the underside with patent info. Metalwork has most origi-
nal  finish. VGC original plastic grip and folding steel stock. 
Includes 34R  magazine.  VGWO&C CLR

162 - MKI BREN GUN                    
WWII MKI BREN light machine gun, 24” 303 cal barrel 
with original sight and folding early type handle marked 
MKI* and serial numbered to the gun as well as ordnance 
marks. The receiver is marked BREN MKI M and INGLIS 
1941 and fitted with its original drum type rear sight. Met-
alwork has most of its original finish thinning on the edges. 
VGC original wooden pistol grip and butt stock with the 
rear handle and strap removed (which was commonly done). 
Includes its correct unmodified bipod and magazine.  VG-
ExWO&C  CLR

163 - STERLING MAGAZINE                       
34R magazine for the 9mm SMG. Most overall blued fin-
ish.  VGC

164 - STERLING SMG SLING                      
Green webbing and brass fittings. British Military marked 
and dated 59.  ExC

165 - BREN CASE CATCHER                       
Webbing and steel fired catch case for the British Military 
Bren light  machine gun.  GC

166 - STEN MAGAZINE                           
32R 9mm magazine for the British Military Sten gun.  GC

167 - LANCHESTER MAGAZINE                     
50R 9mm magazine for the Lanchester SMG (also fits Sten 
and Sterling). Dark grey patina.  GC

168 - S&W FIRST MODEL D/ACTION REVOLVER       
Antique S&W Double Action First Model  Frontier revolv-
er, circa 1880’s. 8” 44-40 cal barrel with S&W address and 
patent dates. Metalwork has nearly all original nickel plat-
ing which is chipping in a few spots. Missing the original 
hard rubber grips otherwise G-VGWO&C  CLR

169 - STEVENS SINGLE SHOT PISTOL 
Antique US circa 1890’s Gould model single shot target pis-
tol, 9 3/4” .25  Stevens cal octagonal to round barrel with 
makers name etc and English proof  marks. Metalwork has 
thinning original finish with dark plum patina, the nickel 
plated brass frame with most thinning finish. VGC original 
chequered  grips.  VGWO&C  CLR

170 - E.M REILLEY TARGET PISTOL         
Antique late 19th Century Single shot target pistol, 8” oc-
tagonal barrel,  Birmingham proved and marked E.M REIL-
LEY & CO NEW OXFORD ST LONDON with original 
sights plua borderline and scroll engraving. The action, tang 
and trigger  guard are also scroll engraved. Metalwork with 
dark patina with thin original blue on the barrel. GC original 
one piece walnut chequered butt.  GWO&C  CLR

171 - MARBLES GAME GETTER PISTOL        
A vintage American Marbles M1908 pistol, 11 3/4” .22RF 
over .44 shot shell barrel with original sights and English 
proved. The chamber marked MARBLE SAFETY AXE CO 
etc and cal info, the frame GAME GETTER. Metalwork 
retains near all original bright blue on both the gun and fold-
ing steel stock. ExC original hard rubber MARBLES logo 
grips. Hard to find a better example.  ExWO&C  CLR

172 - MARBLES M1908 GAMEGETTER PISTOL         
A scarce and unusual American Marbles 1st Model of 1908 
Game Getter break action pistol, 18” .22rf over .44 shotshell 
barrels. Action is profusely Marbles stamped and metalwork 
retains most original dark blue. GC original hard rubber 
grips with a crack through the right hand side logo which 
could easily be restored. Includes its original and extremely 
rare brown leather holster which still has the shop keepers 
logo. VGWO&C  CLR

173 - SS EAVENING DRESS BADGE                 
Nazi SS Officers eavening dress badge. Death head skull 
with red eyes and SS motto. The obverse with round pin 
and RZM mark as well as 900 mark and 2 as well as code 
marked M1/34. Measures approx. 105x25mm.  VGC

174 - SS 8 YEAR MEDAL                         
WWII Nazi German SS 8 year bronze medal. Front with 
Swastika, wreath and runes. The back with No8 and motto 
- FUR TREUE DIENSTE IN DER SS. Background is cor-
rectly pebbled and the detail is very sharp.  VGC

175 - SS BELT AND BUCKLE                      
WWII Nazi German SS Soldiers buckle with brown leather 
belt. Buckle has most original olive drab paint but is nicely 
worn. Marked RZM 36/42 SS. The belt marked 100.  VGC
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176 - SS GENERALS COLLAR TABS                 
A very rare matching pair of Nazi German WWII General 
(Obergruppenfuhrer) SS collar tabs. Velvet base with hand 
embroided silver oak leaves, two rank stars and twisted 
boarders. RZM tag to the reverse of one and the other is  
missing. The tabs are both well worn and the RZM tag is 
quite tatty.  VGC

177 - SS DEATH’S HEAD COLLAR TAB              
WWII Nazi SS Totenkopf Unit collar tab. Black velvet base 
with hand embroided silver and RZM tag.  VGC

178 - SS DAGGER                               
A very scarce and desirable Nazi German early model 1933 
SS dress dagger, 215mm unsharpened blade with clear mot-
to MEINE EHRE HEIST TREUE and the otherside with 
makers logo - GOTTLIEB HAMMESFAHR SOLINGEN 
FOCHE. The blade with correct rounded spine and with 
only a few minor marks. VGC ebony grips with silver Eagle 
inlay and SS insignia, both with minimal gaps. There are  a 
few minor hairline cracks in the grip. The correct Nickel 
silver crossguards are in ExC and with nice tight fit to the 
grip and blade without gaps, the lower guard is marked III. 
ExC black steel and nickel silver scabbard. The hanging 
strap is marked with RZM mark and makers code M5/8 and 
ADRGM. The  grip is fitted with Officers silver cord porte-
pee. A top example of an early SS dagger. ExC

179 - GERMAN CROSS                            
Scarce and higly collectable WWII Nazi German Cross 
in gold. These were awarded for bravery or achievment 
in combat. Blackened enamel Swastika with silver edge 
and surrounded by gold laurel wreath on red enamel back-
ground. Blackened  silver star. The back with four hollow 
fine rivets and flat pin. The  highlights of the badge show a 
nice amount of wear. Approx. 62mm across. VGC

180 - E BOAT AWARD                            
WWII Nazi German Kriegsmarine E Boat award. This ex-
ample is a private purchase 2nd pattern. Silver Eagle, Swas-
tika, wreath and boat with a semi hollow back and wide flat 
pin. The pin is marked 900 and measures approx  59x52mm. 
This is a stunning piece.  ExC

181 - IRON CROSS                              
WWII Nazi German 1st Class Iron Cross. The front with 
Swastika and 1939, some loss of finish to the edge of the 
Swastika. Flat bottle shaped pin marked I and measures ap-
prox 44x44mm. Contained in its black pepple grain box with 
cream silk lined lid and darker cream velvet base.  VGC

182 - SHNELLFEUER PISTOL             
A German Mauser M712 select fire version of the C96 pistol, 
5” 7.63 cal barrel with original foresight and the chamber 
marked WAFFEN FABRIK MAUSER OBENDORF A/N 
and proved on the side. The rear sight graduated to 1000 
yards, the frame with Westinger type selector and MAUSER 
banner, the other side with address and patent info. Metal-
work has most overall original blue, thinning on the edges to 
grey and slight deterioration around the original wood grip 
with correct lanyard ring. Includes its correct Mauser ban-
ner marked 20 shot magazine and manual.  VGWO&C CLR

183 - WINCHESTER M1895 RIFLE                  
An antique US Winchester second model 1895 rifle circa 
1904, 28” 303 cal barrel with original foresight and fitted 
with protective hood. The rear sight has original sight blank 
fitted. The barrel is marked 303 BRITISH and NICKEL 
STEEL BARREL ESPECIALLY FOR SMOKELESS 
POWDER,  also NZ Home Guard marked. The receiver 
with two line Winchester address, is fitted with the factory 
optional Lyman peep sight. The tang marked WINCHES-
TER 1895 TRADE MARK and serial number on the un-
derside. Metalwork retains large amounts of original blue 
on the receiver and magazine thinning blue to grey on the 
leading edges and barrel. VGC original woodwork has been 
well carved with the original owners name and missing the 
rear swivel. G-VGWO&C  ALR

184 - WINCHESTER SIGNAL CANNON                
A vintage Winchester 10g blank black powder cannon 
model of 1898, 11 1/2” tappered barrel marked NOT FOR 
BALL and roll marked MANUFACTURED BY THE WIN-
CHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO NEW HAVEN etc and 
10 GA. The underside and the cradle with matching num-
ber 491. The cast carriage is marked W.R.A. Co TRADE  
MARK REGISTERED IN U.S.A on both sides and marked 
K3 above. Metalwork has nice plumb brown on the barrel 
and without pitting. Near all original black enamel finish 
on the carriage. Popular for starting yacht races including  
the Americas Cup. These are also great fun at guy faulks! 
Ammunition can still be made (please ask us for more info). 
With only 18,000 of these genuine Winchester cannons 
made they are highly collectable and seldom seen for sale 
and this is the finest we have seen. ExWO&C  NLR

185 - SUPERB SNIDER RIFLE                     
A very fine British Military MKII** circa 1868 three band 
rifle, 37” .577 snider cal barrel with original sights and ord-
nance marks. The lockplate is marked with Royal Cypher, 
1862 ENFIELD and Crown over broad arrow. Also stamped 
with the number 4 and 12 above the middle pin. The breech 
is marked B.S.A & Co and the chamber II**. The metalwork 
on the gun is in 98% original finish with bright blue and 
faded case colours on the lock plate. The chequering on the 
hammer is clean and very sharp. ExC original woodwork 
with clear Enfield stock cartouche and also the numbers 1 
& 10. The original brass furniture is also ordnance marked. 
Original swivels complete with chain and includes its origi-
nal rod. The bore is in what appears to be in unfired condi-
tion as is the rest of the gun. This is by far the finest example 
we have seen and a unique opportunity for the discerning 
British Military collector to purchase this superb example.  
ExWO&C  ALR

186 - NOCK BLUNERBUSS                         
Antique English Blunderbuss by Henry Nock circa 1790, 13 
1/2” octagonal to round barrel with cannon turns and flick 
bayonet. The barrel is marked with London proof marks and 
J.K (most likely the makers mark of J King as many nota-
ble makers purchased barrels and parts from the trade) also 
marked LONDON on the top. The lockplate is borderline 
engraved and marked NOCK and the action is strong as is 
the flick action of the bayonet. VGC woodwork with brass 
funiture, floral engraving and early acorn type finial. The 
metalwork has been heavily cleaned at some time past leav-
ing the metal more grey than dark and the brass bright. With 
a small amount of effort the brass could be returned to a nice 
honey colour.  VGWO&C  NLR

187 - LEWIS & TOMES DUELLING PISTOLS          
A fine pair of cased percussion Duelling Pistols by London 
gun makers Lewis & Tomes, circa 1840-1850, 10” approx. 
54 bore octagonal Damascus twist browned barrels. Gold 
and platinum bands at the breech with silver dove tailed 
foresights and notched rear sights and marked LONDON. 
The locks are well engraved with borderline and foliate de-
signs and marked LEWIS & TOMES. The dolphin shaped 
cocks are also engraved and the nipple drums have platinum 
plugs. Single set triggers with blued steel engraved trigger 
guards extending into pineaple finials. Metalwork retains 
nearly all its original brown on the barrels and nice case col-
ours on the locks, tangs and butts. ExC one piece chequered 
half stocks with Ebony tips and silver cross pin escucheons 
and engraved steel butts. There is a small aged crack to the 
top of one of the wrists otherwise the stocks are without 
scratching or dings and have their original lacquered fin-
ish. Contained in their original mahogany case with original 
green baize lining and accessories. The accessories include 
a copper and brass medicine bottle style powder flask, eb-
ony turn screw, ram/cleaning rod, Dixon pewter oil bottle, 
bullet mould, percussion cap tin, spring clamp, spare nipples 
and bullets. A highly desirable pair of percussion duelling 
pistols for the advanced collector.  ExWO&C  NLR 
Est. $17,000
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188 - TWO GUN BOOKS                           
Both large format, hard cover, coffee table type books. Ri-
fles and Pistols by Flack and Handguns of the World by 
Mounet.  GC

189 - PISTOL BOOKS                            
Two small format, hard cover books. Text Book of Auto-
matic Pistols by Wilson plus Automatic Pistols by Pollard. 
Both informative reference books with lots of technical in-
formation.  VGC

190 - MG BOOK                                 
Pictorial History of the Machine Gun by Hobart. Small for-
mat, hard cover, B&W photos, 256 pages.

191 - MILITARY PROTECTIVE CLOTHING            
A Nato spec hooded desert camo jacket with asbestos lining. 
Marked NBC No1 MK IV desert camo. Plus similar pullo-
ver pants in a woodland camo pattern.  ExC 

192 - VIETNAM HELMET                          
US Vietnam period, complete with liner.  GC

193 - SOVIET & CHINESE OIL BOTTLES ETC        
Four Soviet arsenal marked metal oil bottles plus a Chinese 
marked bottle, an unmarked bottle and a plastic bottle of 
similar oval design. Also includes a basic 10 cell canvas 
Vietnam period 7x39 ammo pouch which is marked in Chi-
nese.  VGC

194 - SKS AMMO POUCHES                        
Two Vietnam war period canvas 10 cell ammo pouches to 
carry 7x39 ammo in stripper clips. The two are similar, one 
kahki the other olive and both are marked in Chinese on the 
back.  VGC

195 - VIETNAM PLAQUES                         
Four Vietnam Shield shape commerative plaques. Ex Viet-
nam NZ Services Association, Australian Force Vietnam, 
ANZAC Batalion 68-69 and 70 3PL V5 COY 71. GC

196 - VIETNAM WHISKY BOTTLE ETC               
Small 1988 Melbourne Vietnam reunion unopened ceram-
ic whisky jug plus a ANZAC #1 Battalion pendant 68-69 
which appears to be vintage.  GC

197 - VIETNAM NOVELTIES                       
A novelty lighter and pen made from .223 bullets. The pen 
is marked Danang 69-70 and the lighter Vietnam 68-69 with 
US Navy logo.  GC

198 - THREE VIETNAM BOOKS                     
All large format and two are hard cover. NAM - The Viet-
nam Experience. The Eywitness History of the Vietnam War 
and The History of the Vietnam War.  GC

199 - SHOTGUN PARTS                           
A large bag containing mistery shotgun parts including 
hammers, triggers, actions, springs and small parts etc. Ideal 
for the restorer. At least 100 items and weighs 5kg.  FC

200 - 303 PARTS                               
Eleven small parts for Lee Enfield rifles. Mostly appear to 
be #3. Includes end cap, stock bolt barrel bands and sight 
ears etc.  GC

201 - 303 PARTS                               
Similar to previous lot. FC

202 - GUN SPRINGS                             
At least 50 assorted gun springs including coil and leaf for 
various firearms. FC

203 - WEBLEY CLEANING RODS                    
Three steel Military issue cleaning rods for the Webley re-
volver. Department of Defence marked.  GC

204 - ARTILLERY SHELLS                        
Two vintage artillery brass shells. Measures 3 1/4x13 3/4” 
and 3x9 3/4”. FC NLR

205 - BRITISH NAVAL PROJECTILE                
Dated 55 with broad arrow. Also marked 3.79, i.c, dbc, 234, 
6/12, 3 1/2x16 3/4” with fuse, most likely from a Naval gun.  
GC NLR

206 - WWII 12lb ARTILLERY PROJECTILE          
Measues 3x8 1/2” has most dark green paint, copper colour 
band and red tip. Markings are difficult to read but some are 
6-44 date and 12Pd etc.  VGC  NLR

207 - BOFARS ROUND                            
An inert 40mm WWII 42 dated bofars gun round complete 
with projectile.GC NLR

208 - KUGEL GRENADE                           
An inert WWI Model 1915 Kugel hand grenade. Circular 
shape with longitudal and vertical fragment lines in the cast 
iron body, has the brass ignitar but no circular pin. VGC  
NLR

209 - GERMAN EGG GRENADE                      
An inert WWI 1917 German egg granade, complete with 
brass ingnition plug with imperial marking.  VGC NLR

210 - BRITISH NO 19 GRENADE                   
Inert WWI hand grenade circa 1917-18. Pear shape cast iron 
body with wooden handle, missing the webbing tails. Also 
missing the detonator, holder and pin etc. Ideal for restora-
tion or parts.  FC NLR

211 - NO 35 GRENADE                           
Inert late WWI No35 MKI rifle percussion grenade. Cast 
iron plain body with white enamel paint flaking to rust un-
derneath. Missing the rod and detonator.  FC  NLR

212 - GERMAN ANTI TANK GRENADE                
WWII inert German Panzer Grenade for firing from rifle via 
cup discharger. Some mild pinpricking otherwise GC  NLR

213 - VOERE .22 RIFLE                         
German single shot bolt action 22lr rifle, 21 1/4” blued bar-
rel and action with original sights and grooved for scope. 
Metalwork with near all original blue. GC woodwork with 
some chipping to the varnish.  G-VGWO&C  ALR

214 - ANCHUTZ .22 RIFLE                       
Single shot .22lr bolt action rifle, 21 3/4” barrel with iron 
sights. Metalwork with near all original blue. GC woodwork 
with some dings and scratches.  G-VGWO&C  ALR

215 - 9MM GARDEN GUN                          
Lux brand single shot bolt action 9mm Flobert garden gun, 
21 1/4” barrel with iron sights. Metalwork retains near all 
original blue. GC woodwork. G-VGWO&C  ALR

216 - MELTOR .22 RIFLE                        
Vintage Belgian single shot .22lr bolt action rifle, 21 1/2” 
barrel with iron sights. Metalwork has grey patina. VG 
woodwork. FWO&C ALR

217 - WINCHESTER M1904 RIFLE                  
Single shot bolt action .22 short cal rifle, 21” cleaned barrel 
with dark grey/blue patina and original sights and markings. 
The woodwork with small split has been sanded back with 
light oil finish.  GWO&C ALR

218 - REMINGTON .22 PUMP ACTION                
Model 12C Pump action .22lr rifle, 23” octagonal barrel 
with iron sights. Take down type receiver. Metalwork with 
dark grey patina with traces of blue. GC original woodwork.  
GWO&C  ALR

219 - 7.62 AMMO                               
200R of high quality Norma made 7.62x51 cal Military ball 
ammo. Contained in its 20R packets inside its unopened 
green plastic battle pack.  ExC ALR

220 - 7.62 AMMO                               
Same as previous lot. ExC ALR
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221 - 7.62 F4 AMMO                            
120R of Australian surplus 7.62x51 cal F4 ball ammo in 
original unopened packets. Very sought after for its accu-
racy.  ExC ALR

222 - 7.62 F4 AMMO                            
Similar to previous lot. ExC ALR

223 - 303 VICKERS AMMO                        
500R of Military MK7 belted 303 ball ammo for the Vick-
ers MG. Contained in two 250R wooden unopened boxes 
in steel carry tin. All well Military marked and ideal for the 
Vickers collector.  ExC ALR

224 - 308 LINK                                
200 disintergrating steel links for the M60 MG or similar. In 
original 20 link packets. ExC 

225 - REPRODUCTION BROWN BESS MUSKET          
A nice quality Italian made reproduction of the New land 
pattern Flintlock musket, 42” .75 cal approx. round steel 
barrel with ageing patina. The lock plate marked GRICE 
1762 and Royal Cypher. VGC woodwork with brass fur-
niture and includes rod and swivels. Also includes a socket 
bayonet.  VGWO&C ALR

226 - PARKER HALE PATTERN ‘58 RIFLE           
A high quality British made faithfull reproduction of the 
pattern 1858 Enfield Naval short rifle, 32 1/2” .57 cal blued 
barrel with 5 groove rifling. Metalwork retains near all 
bright blue and case colours. ExC woodwork with brass fur-
niture.  ExWO&C ALR

227 - PARKER HALE PATTERN ‘53 RIFLE           
High quality English made faithfull reproduction of the En-
field Pattern 1853 3 band rifle, 38” .57 cal barrel with iron 
sights. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue and 
case colours on the Enfield marked lock. VGC woodwork 
with brass furniture and includes ram rod.  ExWO&C  ALR

228 - S&W MODEL ONE & HALF REVOLVER             
An antique circa 1860’s US S&W .32 RF cal single action 
hinged frame 5 shot revolver, 3 1/2” octagonal barrel with 
faint patent dates and address on the top strap. Metalwork 
has grey/black speckled patina. GC original rosewood grips. 
The back grip strap has Japanese characters on it. Missing 
the ejector rod otherwise F-GWO&C  CLR

229 - POND REVOLVER                   
Antique circa 1870’s US Lucius Pond single action revolv-
er, 3 3/4” .32rf cal octagonal barrel with faint S&W Patent 
license information, 6 shot cylinder with top hinged frame 
which is unusually located at the back of the frame. Metal-
work retains most original nickel finish flaking on the cylin-
der and parts of the barrel. VGC original walnut grips with 
a small screw driver/ejector fitted in the butt.  VGWO&C  
CLR

230 - LEADER REVOLVER                   
A US antique single action .32rf 5 shot spur trigger revolver, 
2 1/4” round  barrel, top strap marked LEADER but no mak-
ers name (was a trade name for C.S Shuttock and Hopkins & 
Allen). Metalwork retains near all its original nickel plated 
finish. VGC walnut grips. The action does not hold on single  
action but indexes otherwise GC CLR

231 - COLT LIGHTNING REVOLVER         
A circa 1880 Colt model 1877 lightning double action re-
volver, 3 1/4” .38 LC cal barrel with two line address and 
English proved. Metalwork has dark grey patina with traces 
of original blue. GC original wooden grips. Action is at  
fault and not holding on single action or indexing.  FC  CLR

232 - WINCHESTER COLLECTORS .22 AMMO          
A nice vintage packet of Winchester .22 auto. Blue and red 
50R packet. ExC  ALR

233 - .300 ARMOUR PIERCING AMMO               
Remington brand 300 cal Armour piercing ammo for RAF 
in original packet (presumed 10R) marked RED LABEL 
SYNCHRONISE GUNS R.A.F    VGC ALR

234 - WWII 9MM SMG AMMO                       
Winchester brand 50R box for 9mm submachine gun. Buff 
cardbourd with black writing.  ExC ALR

235 - WINCHESTER RELOADING TOOL               
40/82 caliber Winchester reloading tool for the 1886 & 1895 
rifles. Some pinpricking to the steel otherwise VGC

236 - WINCHESTER BULLET MOULD                 
45-60 cal 5th model, single cavity mould for the 1876 rifle.  
VGC

237 - MAUSER HI POWER PISTOL       
Model 80SA version of the Hi Power pistol, 4 1/2” 9mm cal 
barrel, the slide with fixed sights and marked with the Maus-
er banner and Obendorf address etc. Metalwork retains all 
its original blue ExC original wooden grips. Contained in its 
original polystyrene box with spare mag and cleaning rod.  
The slip cover is present but slightly dog eared. Ideal for the 
Mauser collector. ExWO&C  B/CR 

238 - BROWNING HI POWER PISTOL     
A FN M-35 9mm semi auto pistol, 4 1/2” barrel, slide fit-
ted with original fixed sights and with FN Herstal address. 
Round style hammer model with nearly all original blue.  
VGC original wooden grips.  VGWO&C  B/CLR

239 - S&W MODEL 39 PISTOL        
US S&W model 39.2 semi auto 9mm cal pistol, 4” barrel 
with adjustable sights. Slide marked S&W etc. Metalwork 
retains near all original blued finish. ExC original chequered 
wooden grips.  ExWO&C  B/CLR

240 - EAA WITNESS PISTOL                      
Italian Tangfolio (EAA) made 9mm semi auto pistol based 
on the CZ75, 4 1/2” barrel with fixed sights. Stainless steel 
metalwork in ExC. Original rubber grips. ExWO&C  B/
CLR

241 - RUGER MKI PISTOL            
US .22lr semi auto pistol, 5 1/2” bull barrel with adjustable 
sights. Metalwork with most slightly thinning blue. VGC 
original grips. VGWO&C  B/CLR

242 - SECOND CLASS IRON CROSS                 
WWII Nazi 2nd class Iron Cross with ribbon. Three piece 
nickel frame with iron centre. Marked with Swastika and 
1939 and 1813 on the obverse. Very rare variant with round-
ed style #3 to dates. Measures approx 44x44mm.  VGC

243 - 1914 IRON CROSS BAR                     
Nazi WWII 1939 bar and ribbon to the 1914 Iron Cross 2nd 
class. In unissued condition and marked L/12. Measures ap-
prox. 27x31mm.  ExC

244 - KNIGHTS MERIT CROSS                     
WWII Nazi German Knights cross of the war merit cross 
without swords. Marked 900 and 1 on the loop and without 
ribbon. The finish is tarnished with wear. Measures approx. 
62x53mm. VGC

245 - NAZI FIREMANS CROSS                     
WWII 1st class firemans cross. White and red enamel face 
with Swastika. The obverse with flat bottle pin and marked 
W KOLWITZ BERGEDORF M9/72. Measures approx. 
43x43mm. VGC

246 - GERMAN LANDWACHT CAP BADGE              
WWII German Landwacht auxillary Police Force alloy cap 
badge. The rear marked Zs 39. Measures approx. 53x45mm. 
VGC
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247 - GERMAN POLICE CAP BADGE                 
WWII Nazi Police alloy cap badge. Hollow back with brass 
pins. Marked Zs 39.  Measures approx 53x45mm.  VGC

248 - RUSSIAN FRONT MEDAL                     
WWII Nazi German Winter Campaign alloy medal with 
blackend entres. Marked WINTERSCHLACHT IMOSTEN 
1941/42 and includes ribbon.  ExC

249 - CZECH OCCUPATION MEDAL                  
WWII Nazi German Czech Occupation Forces medal. 
Marked EIN REICH EIN FUHRER EIN VOLKE - 1 OC-
TOBER 1938 and includes ribbon.  ExC

250 - SUOMI S.M.G                      
A rare WWII Finish Suomi KP-31 submachine gun, 12” 
9mm cal barrel with full ventilated heat shield with motched 
foresight and sling swivel. The receiver marked SUOMI 
TIKKAKOSKI on the rear sight. Fitted with its correct 50R 
‘coffin’ style stick magazine. Metalwork has most of its 
black finish with scratch type wear back to the metal over 
the top part of the gun. GC original wooden stock. Regarded 
as one of the best S.M.G’s of WWII they are a must have for 
the advanced S.M.G collector and seldom offered for sale.   
VGWO&C CLR

251 - RUSSIAN PPSH SUBMACHINE GUN       
A Soviet PPSH-41 S.M.G, 9 1/2” 7.62x25 cal barrel with 
ventilated heat shield & correct sights. Marked with 1944 
& star arsenal mark. Fitted with its 71R drum magazine. 
Metalwork has most of its typical Soviet refinish. The stock 
has matching serial numbers on the gun & barrel  VGC CLR

252 - THOMPSON M1A1 S.M.G                     
A US WWII M1A1 S.M.G manufactured by Savage, 11” 
.45 acp cal barrel with correct sight. The receiver fitted with 
fixed battle sights with wings and marked US PROPERTY, 
left hand side marked THOMPSON SUBMACHINE GUN 
CALIBER .45 M1A1. Faint cannon ordnance mark and in-
spection mark in front of the 30R magazine. Metalwork re-
tains near all its parkerised finish. ExC woodwork complete 
with its correct sling. ExWO&C  CLR

253 - G DATE LUGER PISTOL               
A scarce circa 1935 Mauser manufactured Luger pistol, 4” 
9mm cal barrel with test proof. The chamber marked with 
G code and W/154 S/92 I beam acceptance marks as well as 
test fire proof and the toggle 42. The toggle and sideplates 
are mismatched to the gun but all other external numbers  
including the magazine are matching. Metalwork has most 
overall salt blue thinning to the edges, traces of straw col-
ours to the small parts. GC grips. Includes its leather army 
style holster with riveted straps and marked P08 on the rear.  
VGWO&C  B/CLR

254 - NAZI BERETTA PISTOL           
A scarce WWII German contract Beretta M1935 .32 cal 
semi auto pistol, 3 1/4” barrel, slide with original sights and 
marked Beretta cal 7.65 etc and 1944 date. The frame with 
German contract 4UT mark on the tang. Metalwork with  
near all original blue.  ExC original Bakelite grips. Includes 
its correct  leather flap holster.  VGWO&C  CLR

255 - NAZI CZ27 PISTOL            
A built under Nazi occupation Czech CZ27 .32 cal semi auto 
pistol, 3 3/4” barrel with Waffen-amt, which is also on the 
right hand side of the frame. The slide marked Pistol Model 
27 kal 7.65. Metalwork with near all original Military fin-
ish. ExC original Bakelite logo grips and includes its correct  
brown leather holster.  VG-ExWO&C CLR 

256 - NAMBU PISTOL                    
WWII Imperial Japanese type 14 semi automatic pistol, 4 
1/2” 8mm cal barrel. Late war ‘last ditch’ variant with Na-
goya Arsenal marks for Toriimatsu factory & Showa 19.12 
(December 1944). Metalwork with dark grey patina and pin-
prick marks. Triggerguard has been slightly bent. The gun is 
missing the magazine safety block, firing pin and one of the 
grip screws. Has correct late war cocking handle and grips. 
Ideal for the restorer. PWO&C  B/CLR

257 - WWII LUGER MAGAZINE                     
To fit the P08 ‘Black Widow’ variant of the luger. Blued 
body with thinning original finish, marked fxo Waffen-amt 
37 and P08. Correct black base plate.  VGC

258 - WWI LUGER MAGAZINE                      
For the 9mm P08 pistol. Silver metal body with some stain-
ing. Correct wooden base plate with Imperial markings and 
serial number.  VGC

259 - LUGER MAGAZINE MANDREL                  
A scarce and unusual armourers mandrel to remove dents 
from the P08 magazine. Steel with blued finish.  VGC

260 - LUGER STRIPPING TOOL                    
Original blued steel stripping tool for the P08 pistol. Variant 
with out markings, dark patina.  GC

261 - WWI LUGER HOLSTER                       
Brown leather Imperial German P08 holster. Marked on 
the inside with makers  name (hard to make out) and dated 
1916. Stitching is sound, the flap leather strap has been 
shortened to just in front of the last hole otherwise VGC

262 - LUGER TOGGLE                            
Toggle for a Swiss Luger. Includes the bolt face section 
without firing pin but has the extracter. VGC 

263 - P38 GRIPS                               
A set of WWII period brown resin grips for the German P38 
9mm pistol. Marked inside with makers code and 41 dates. 
Includes the screw.  ExC

264 - LUGER SNAIL DRUM BOOK                   
The Luger Snail Drum and Other Accessories for the Artil-
lery Model Luger by Sugre. Small format, soft cover, 144 
pages. Covers all manufactures and models of accessories.  
NEW

265 - P38 SPREEWERK BOOK                      
The P38 Pistol Spreewerk Production by Balcar and Clarin. 
Large format, soft cover, 294 pages, colour and B&W pho-
tos. Covers this misunderstood variant in great detail for the 
Walther collector.  NEW

266 - P38 BOOK                                
P38 Automatic pistol - the first 50 years by Gangarosa. 
Large format, soft cover, B&W photos, 272 pages.  GC

267 - BROOMHANDLE MAUSER BOOK                 
System Mauser by Breathed and Shroder. Medium format, 
hard cover, B&W photos, 273 pages. A must have reference 
on the C96 and its variants.  VGC

268 - H&K 33 RIFLE                  
A German Heckler and Koch model 33 assault rifle, 17 1/2” 
.223 cal barrel with flash hider and original sight fitted. The 
receiver fitted with original drum, rear sight plus correct 
Military Hensoldt 4x24 telescopic sight with quick release 
mount. The magazine well is marked HK33 5.56x45 and  
manufacture date of 2/73. The trigger group is polymer type 
and modified to only fire in semi automatic mode. Metal-
work retains near all original finish. ExC correct bipod syn-
thetic forend and butt stock. Includes its 20R magazine and 
case for the telescopic sight. Hard to find a better example.  
ExWO&C  ELR

269 - AR15 RIFLE            
A NZ made BRD brand AR15 .223 cal semi auto rifle, 20 
1/2” barrel threaded and fitted with custom over barrel su-
pressor. Flat top receiver with picatinny rail and forward as-
sist. Metalwork with near all original milspec finish. Fitted 
with CAA collapsable stock and Hogue forend and includes 
its 30R alloy magazine and thread on muzzle break. In near 
new ExWO&C  ELR
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Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail 
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great 

South Road Penrose. Auckland
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270 - SKS RIFLE                               
A Chinese Norinco 7.62x39 cal SKS semi auto rifle, 20” 
barrel with original sight but bayonet lug removed. The 
receiver fitted with B Square mount and 4 power compact 
scope. Magazine has been modified to less than 7. Metal-
work with near all finish. GC wooden stock.  VGWO&C 
ALR

271 - AR15 .22LR CONVERSION KIT              
US Spikes Tactical brand .22lr bolt conversion kit for AR15 
rifle plus two 10R polymer magazines. Retains all its nickel 
plate finish and has original packaging.  ExC

272 - H&K G3 MILITARY SCOPE                   
A German Military issue Hendsoldt 4x24 telescopic sight 
for the G3 rifle. Fitted to the correct claw mount quick re-
lease base and contained in its hard case with accessories. 
In as issued ExC.

273 - H&K 33/93 MAGAZINE                      
A 40R magazine for the German rifle. Alloy construction 
with near all finish.  VGC

274 - VALMET MAGAZINE                         
Scarce 30R steel magazine for the .223 cal Valmet AK rifle 
or similar. Near all finish.  ExC

275 - VALMET POLYMER MAGAZINE                 
30R plastic magazine for the .223 Valmet AK rifle or simi-
lar. ExC 

276 - AR15 MAGAZINE                           
30R .223 AR15/M16 black polymer magazine.  VGC

277 - AR15 MAG                                
Same as previous lot. VGC

278 - MINI 14 MAGAZINE                        
30R .223 clear platic Eagle brand magazine for the Ruger 
rifle.  ExC

279 - MINI 14 MAGAZINE                        
Black polymer 30R magazine for the .223 cal Ruger rifle.  
VGC

280 - SKS STOCK                               
AT1 brand Dragamov synthetic stock to fit SKS rifle.  VGC

281 - LOVELL’S MUSKET                         
A very rare British Lovell’s pattern 1838 smooth bore per-
cussion musket, 36” .69 cal barrel with bayonet bar and 
sights. The barrel has been shortened by 3” at some point. 
Back action lock plate is the smaller variant (page 222 of  
Blackmores’ book). Metalwork has dark patina, GC original 
woodwork with brass furniture and original swivels and ram 
rod.  GWO&C  NLR

282 - PATTERN 53’ RIFLE                       
British Military pattern 1853 3 band rifle, 39” .577 cal bar-
rel with original sights and ordnance marked. The lockplate 
marked Crown/VR 1859 TOWER & broad arrow. Metal-
work has cleaned silver/grey patina. VGC original wood-
work with brass furniture and includes its ram rod and cor-
rect white leather sling.  F-GWO&C  NLR

283 - SNIDER SHORT RIFLE                      
A rare British/NZ Military MKIII Snider short rifle, 30 1/2” 
.577 cal barrel with original sights, bayonet lug and ord-
nance marked. The chamber marked N 80 Z & III. Lock-
plate marked Crown/VR, broad arrow and NA & A.CO 
1879. Metalwork has most blue to the barrel and light patina 
on the lock plate. VGC original woodwork with factory War 
Department custouche and correct steel furniture and swiv-
els. Includes original rod. National Arms and Ammunition 
Co. Sniders are scarce with very few surviving in this condi-
tion.  VGWO&C  ALR

284 - MILLBANK AMSLER RIFLE                   
Swiss Military circa 1863 original conversion from percus-
sion to 10.4mm rimfire with swinging block mechanism, 
36” barrel with original sights. Block marked V SAUER-
BERY IN BASEL & the plate W SAUERBERY and the gun 
is Swiss ordnance marked in several places. Metalwork has 
near all bright blue on the barrel and faint case colours on 
the lock. ExC original woodwork complete with swivels. A 
top example. ExWO&C  ALR

285 - BAKER RIFLE                             
A rare percussion conversion of the British Military Baker 
Flintlock rifle ideal for parts or restoration, 30” .66 cal bar-
rel, with percussion conversion to the breech. The lockplate 
is marked TOWER and missing the cock. Metalwork is quite 
heavily pitted and with dark patina. The original woodwork 
has been cut between the two front ram rod guides but is all  
present and has all its brasss furniture and patch box.  FC  
NLR

286 - ENFIELD CUTLASS BAYONET                 
British pattern 1859 Naval cutlass Enfield bayonet, 26 1/2” 
slightly curved blade with Knights head logo and some ar-
eas of pitting. Leather bound hilt and marked with Crown 
and number either side of the spring. GC dish guard with 
dark grey patina. A seldom encountered bayonet.  GC 

287 - BRUNSWICK BAYONET                       
Brunswick constabulary sword bayonet, 23 3/4” blade has 
been polished. The catch spring is broken on the brass hilt 
and is missing the later type catch otherwise GC

288 - LANCASTER BAYONET                       
Pattern 1853 sword bayonet for the British Military rifle, 23 
3/4” pipe back blade with only a few minor areas of stain-
ing. GC worn leather grip. Brass guard and hilt without 
marks. VGC

289 - PATTERN 53 SOCKET BAYONET               
For the British Enfield percussion rifle, 17” triangular blade 
with grey speckled patina and marked E over crown and 25. 
Socket ring with serial number. GC

290 - SNIDER OIL BOTTLE                       
Hard to find original pewter and brass oil bottle for the Snid-
er British Military rifle.  VGC

291 - PATTERN 1845 CUTLASS                    
Antique British P184 Naval Cutlass, 26 1/2” blade marked 
ROBI MOLE & SONS BIRMINGHAM and with a few pin 
prick marks. Period cut down cup, hilt guard and cast iron 
grip with dark patina.  VGC

292 - PATTERN 1827 SWORD                      
A nice example of a British Military antique P1827 rifle Of-
ficers sword. ExC 33” etched blade marked to the 40th Mid-
dlesex rifles and also with strung bugle and owners initials. 
Also makers mark Pillin Gerrard St London. Steel hilt also 
with strung bugle. VGC Shagreen and wire grip. VGC origi-
nal scabbard with speckle stainning.  VG-ExC

293 - PATTERN 1845 SWORD                      
British Infantry Officers sword, 32” etched blade with Vic-
torian Royal Cypher and makers mark - W. GARRETT MA-
DRAS. Some small areas of pitting to the blade. Brass hilt 
and Shagreen with wire grip in worn condition. GC

294 - CAVALRY TROOPERS SWORD                  
British Military Pattern 1890 antique Cavalry sword. ExC 
33” blade marked Wilkinson and British ordnance marks. 
VGC pierced steel hilt and riveted grip. Includes its mid 
brown steel scabbard with fixed suspension rings.  VGC

295 - PATTERN 1889 CUTLASS                    
British Military pattern 1889 Naval Cutlass, 27 3/4” blade, 
without fullers and with small x at the base. Solid steel hilt 
with ribbed steel grip.  VGC
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296 - POWDER FLASK                            
Copper bag shaped flask with polished finish and patent 
marked top without major dents.  VGC

297 - FLUTED POWDER FLASK                     
An unusual fluted flask with patent top and thin through 
both the body and neck. Nice patina.  VGC

298 - BARTRAM FLASK                           
Fluted powder flask with patent top marked Bartram and 
Co. Some minor dents and has two carry rings.  GC

299 - C96 MAUSER PISTOL              
German ‘Broom Handle’ semi auto pistol, 5 1/2” 7.63 cal 
barrel marked with Obendorf address on the chamber and 
Imperial proof marks and also dated 1920 for rework, on the 
side, late model rear sight to 1000 yards. The frame marked 
with Mauser banner on left hand side and Waffenfabrik 
Mauser etc on the right hand side. Metalwork has grey to 
dark patina with areas of dull blue as well as pin pricking 
particularly around the grips which are 12 groove type. The 
frame and top section are mismatched as it is a 1930’s frame 
with WWI commercial barrel section.  F-GWO&C  B/CLR

300 - LANGENHAM PISTOL                
WWI German Fredrick Langenham Army model pistol, 4” 
.32 cal barrel. The frame marked F.L SELBSTLADER etc 
with Imperial proof marks. Metalwork has most original fin-
ish with holster wear at the muzzle. ExC early hard rubber  
grips.Includes its original brown leather pebble finish hol-
ster dated 1915 and marked with German soldiers name and 
number (Nebel J.r 457) One of the best examples we have 
seen for sale. ExWO&C CLR

301 - BEHOLLA PISTOL                
A German WWI period Becker & Hollander Beholla semi 
auto pistol, 2 3/4” .32 cal barrel, slide with integral rear sight 
and marked Selbstlade-Pistole Beholla and cal etc. The oth-
erside Stenda-Werke. Metalwork with grey patina with trac-
es of blue. Designed and built only during the First War for  
Military use and popular with German Officers. Worn but 
original hard rubber grips.  FWO&C  CLR

302 - ORBEA HERMANOS REVOLVER        
A British Military WWI period double action S&W type top 
break double action revolver produced by Spanish firm Or-
bea Hermanos for the British Government, 5” .455 cal bar-
rel marked TRACOLA etc Spain. The frame marked with 
British ordnance marks. Metalwork has much original blue 
thinning on the barrel and grip straps. VGC original grips 
marked 1914 and with lanyard  ring.  VGWO&C  B/CLR

303 - WWI GERMAN HELMET                       
A very scarce original WWI camoflauge model 1916-17 
helmet. Includes its original leather and fabrick liner and 
black stencil size marking G2???. The chin strap is missing 
but the attachments are still present.The helmet retains alot 
of the original brown and green paint finish and thumb print.   
VGC

304 - TRENCH KNIFE                            
WWI German trench knife, 5 2/3” speer point blade marked 
ERNST BUSCH SOLINGEN and Imperial acceptance 
mark. GC original wooden diagonal grooved grips and steel 
scabbard with leather strap.  VGC

305 - GERMAN EGG GRENADE                      
Model 1917 inert hand grenade, fitted with the plug not 
detonator.  GC NLR

306 - BRITISH EGG GRENADE                     
WWI inert No34 MK2 Egg Grenade complete with striker 
and pin.  ExC NLR

307 - BRITISH CUP DISCHARGER                  
An Enfield No 36 Cup Discharger. Marked S.I.R as well as 
S&BM. Thinning original finish, to suit SMLE.  GC

308 - NO 4 GRENADE PROJECTOR                  
British Military launcher for the No4 rifle. Includes its leath-
er carry case.  ExC

309 - MILLS GRENADE                           
Inert WWI No36 MI Mills grenade with gas check base 
plate for rifle use. Plate dated 12/40 and NPZ. F-GC NLR

310 - BRITISH ANTI TANK GRENADE               
An inert British No94 MK2 rifle grenade dated 1-53 and has 
thinning black finish.  GC

311 - MI GARAND GRENADE LAUNCHER ETC          
US WWII type M7 launcher plus the M15 sight and  original 
rubber butt plate marked with US and Flying Bomb.  VGC

312 - WWI PRUSSIAN PILOTS BADGE               
Imperial German 1914 Prussian Retired Pilot badge. Award-
ed to retired or disabled pilots during The Great War. Meas-
ures approx. 45x71mm and is constructed of silver and hall 
marked 925. ExC

313 - BAVARIAN OBSERVORS BADGE                
WWI Imperial German Bavarian observers badge, hollow 
back type & flat bottle shaped pin, approx 70x47mm.  VGC

314 - WWI TANK BADGE                          
Imperial German 1930’s made tank badge, skull with red 
eyes. The rear with silver, marked 935 and CE JUNKER 
BERLIN?? and engraved with award inscription in German 
with 1917 date etc. Flat type triangle shaped pin. Measures 
approx 64x43mm.  VGC

315 - NAVAL OBSERVORS BADGE                    
WWI German Naval Observors award. Solid silver with 
gold gilding which is showing wear to the highlights. Ob-
verse with thin round pin and two hooks. Marked 935 it 
measures approx 68x45mm.  VGC

316 - 1870 IRON CROSS                         
German 1870 1st Class Iron Cross. The steel core with thin 
black finish and some staining from the Iron core. Marked 
Crown, W, 1870. Obverse unmarked with correct round pin. 
Measures approx 44x44mm.  GC

317 - IRON CROSS SLIDER CLASP                 
Sliding clasp for the German 1870 2nd Class Iron Cross. 
Marked CE JUNKER BERLIN SW. Measures approx 
31x12mm.  GC

318 - 25 YEAR RIBBON CLASP                    
German 25 year Jubilee Ribbon clasp for the 2nd class 1870 
Iron Cross. Measures approx 25x17mm. VGC

319 - IRON CROSS                              
Imperial German 2nd Class Iron Cross. Iron core, front 
marked Crown, W, 1914 and the back with Crown/FW, oak 
leaves and 1813. Complete with original ribbon and ring.  
VGC

320 - S&W MODEL 17 REVOLVER        
US S&W Model 17-5 .22lr cal 6 shot double action revolv-
er, 5 1/2” barrel with original sights and scope mount fitted. 
Metalwork with near all bright blue and case colours. VGC 
original wooden grips.  VGWO&C  B/CLR

321 - RUGER SINGLE SIX REVOLVER   
US single action .22lr/.22mag cal revolver, 6 1/3” blued bar-
rel and action with adjustable sights. Metalwork retains near 
all original blue. ExC original wooden grips. Includes .22 
magnum extra cylinder. ExWO&C  B/CLR

322 - COLT WOODSMAN PISTOL            
A circa 1935 US Colt Woodsman model .22lr semi auto-
matic pistol, 6 1/2” round barrel with iron sights and Colt 
address which is also on the slide and the frame marked 
THE WOODSMAN. Metalwork with near all original blue  
thinning on the front grip strap. ExC Colt logo extended 
plastic grips and Colt marked magazine.   VGWO&C  B/
CLR
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323 - HIGH STANDARD PISTOL           
A US High Standard MFG Corp .22lr semi auto model 107 
Military pistol, 5 1/2” heavy barrel with makers address etc 
and adjustable sights. The frame marked SUPERMATIC 
TOURNAMENT. Metalwork with near all original blue 
thinning on the grip straps. ExC wooden grips with right 
hand palm swell.  VGWO&C  B/CLR

324 - REMINGTON POLICE SHOTGUN                
US semi auto 1187 Police Model 12g shotgun, 18” cylinder 
bore barrel with bead sight and full length magazine. Re-
ceiver marked Remington 11-87 POLICE. Metalwork with 
near all original parkerised finish. ExC black synthetic stock 
with some deterioration to the rubber butt pad. Hard to find 
gun as not available for civilian sale.  ExWO&C  ALR

325 - MOSSBERG SHOTGUN                        
US Mossberg model 500A 12g pump action shotgun, 20” 
cylinder bore barrel with rifle sights fitted and full length 
magazine. Metalwork with most original finish. GC wooden 
forend and synthetic pistol grip.  GWO&C  ALR

326 - WINCHESTER 101 SHOTGUN                  
US Under & Over model 101 12g skeet Sporting shotgun, 
27” barrels with cylinder chokes and 2 3/4” chambers. 
Metalwork with engraved action and near all original blue. 
The original woodwork has been modified to an adjustable  
comb.  VGWO&C  ALR

327 - COMBINATION GUN                         
A good quality Spanish copy of a Savage Under & Over 
combination gun by Atlas, 24” barrel with iron sights in .22 
magnum cal over 20g. Also fitted with scope rail. Metal-
work retains near all blue and case colours on the action. 
GC woodwork with some scratches.  G-VGWO&C  ALR

328 - BAYARD SHOTGUN                          
Belgian Bayard 16g Side by Side shotgun, 27 1/2” ribbed 
barrel with makers mark and swivel. Metalwork with most 
blue on the barrels and dark grey patina on the box lock ac-
tion with double triggers. GC woodwork.  GWO&C  ALR

329 - POACHERS SHOTGUN                        
Italian Libero Daffini single shot 12g shotgun, 29 3/4” full 
choke barrel that folds back on the action. Metalwork with 
pinpricking to the barrel and some loss of finish to the nick-
eled action. GC woodwork.  F-GWO&C  ALR

330 - WWII KA-BAR KNIFE                       
A USMC Ka-bar fighting knife, 6 3/4” blued blade marked 
USMC and makers mark - CAMILLUS N.Y. VGC leather 
stacked handle and includes original unmarked brown leath-
er sheath. The retaining strap is broken and missing one half 
of the dome otherwise GC.

331 - D DAY KA-BAR KNIFE                       
US Ka-bar D Day Commemorative knife. The blade with 
gold etched landing scene and blade stamped US Army as 
well as the leather sheath. ExC

332 - VIETNAM KA-BAR KNIFE                    
US Vietnam Commemorative Ka-Bar knife with gold etched 
blade and stamped USMC. Canvas camo sheath.  ExC

333 - US JET PILOTS KNIFE                     
4 3/4” parkerised blade, leather stacked handle and sheath 
with stone. Pommel marked Ontario 5-94.  GC

334 - SYKES DAGGER BOOK                       
The Fairbairn-Sykes Fighting Knife by Peter-Michel. Hard 
cover, small format, 158 pages, colour pohotos. An indepth 
reference for the collector.  NEW

335 - US EQUIPMENT BOOK                       
Geronimo-US Airbourne Uniforms, Insignia & Equipment 
in WWII by Rentz. Hard cover, large format, 191 pages with 
lots of colour photos. VGC

336 - TWO MILITARY GUN BOOKS                  
Both small format, soft cover - US Winchester Trench & 
Riot Guns and Other Combat Shotguns by Poyer - British & 
American Infantry Weapons of WWII by Barker.  GC

337 - STEYR MP69 S.M.G                        
A scarce and unusual circa 1980’s Austrian Steyr MP69/81 
9mm S.M.G, 17” 9mm cal barrel including muzzle break 
and bayonet lug. The receiver fitted with original iron sights 
and factory telescopic sight. Also marked STEYR-DAIM-
LER etc. Three position cross bolt selector and progressive 
trigger, metalwork retains nearly all original parkerised fin-
ish. ExC synthetic lower receiver and pistol grip and wire 
collapsable stock. Includes its 32R magazine. The first of 
these we have encountered. ExWO&C CLR

338 - HISPANO MP43/44 S.M G                   
A scarce Swiss MP43 9mm S.M.G, 12” 9mm cal barrel with 
original sights and ventilated heat shield. The receiver fitted 
with two position rear sight and marked MG43/44 HISPA-
NO SUIZA. Metalwork retains near all original blue. Three 
position selector inside the triggerguard. Fitted with its 50R 
‘coffin’ style magazine. ExC original woodwork complete 
with sling. This is a licensed copy of the Finish Suomi pro-
duced by the Swiss and hard to find. ExWO&C CLR

339 - SWISS LUGER PISTOL              
A Swiss Military model 1906/29 semi automatic pistol, 
circa 1943, 4 3/4” .30 luger cal barrel with original sights 
and acceptance mark. The toggle with Swiss cross inside 
a shield. Frame with grip safety. Metalwork with near all  
original blue only thinning very slightly on the sideplate 
and rear edge of the frame. All serial numbers are match-
ing. ExC original brown plastic grips. Included with the gun 
is its original and spare magazine plus leather holster with 
Military acceptance mark and strap. Hard to find a better  
example.  ExWO&C  B/CLR

340 - LUGER PISTOL                
A most likely 1920 commercial rework of WWI Luger pis-
tol, 3 3/4” 9mm cal barrel marked with caliber and Belgian 
proof which is also on the frame The chamber and frame 
is without date or German acceptance marks. The frame 
is  artillery type with sight cut out on the chamber. Toggle 
marked DWM and also with Belgian proofs. Metalwork has 
near all blue including the small parts which are late type. 
ExC brown walnut grips. VGWO&C  B/CLR

341 - SIG P220 PISTOL                         
A Swiss Military Sig model 75 (P220) pistol, 4 1/4” 9mm 
cal barrel. The slide with fixed sights and marked SIG and 
A prefix serial number for Army issue which is also on the 
frame. Metalwork retains near all original finish. ExC black 
plastic original grips. ExCWO&C  B/CLR

342 - BROWNING HI POWER PISTOL   
A WWII period M-35 semi auto pistol, 4 1/2” 9mm barrel, 
slide with adjustable rear sight. The metalwork is without 
any makers marks etc as it has been polished and refin-
ished and retains near all of the re-blue. GC wooden grips.  
GWO&C  B/CLR

343 - P38 PISTOL                       
A German post war Walther P38 9mm cal semi auto pistol, 
5” barrel with original sights. Slide marked with Walther 
banner, Ulm address and P38 cal 9mm. Also dated 10/68. 
Metalwork with near all original finish slightly thinning 
on the edges. Correct commercial banner logo magazine.  
ExWO&C  B/CLR

344 - SUOMI MAGAZINES                         
Four 50R ‘coffin’ magazines for the Finish or Swiss 9mm 
S.M.G’s. Also included is a 4 cell leather pouch with web-
bing strap. Magazines retain near all blue finish. VGC
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To help with transport for firearms from the auction 
venue please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes. 
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345 - MG15 MAGAZINE                           
A scarce 75R DT-15 double drum for the German 8mm 
MG15. Genuine WWII production and code marked awt 
and dated 40 as well as Luftwaffe marked. Has near all black 
enamel paint with red loading indicator numbers and black  
leather handle.  ExC 

346 - MG34 MAGAZINE                           
German WWII Gurt-Trommel-Trugger 34 steel carrying 
frame with two 50R magazines for the MG34-42. Magazine 
with most olive paint and carrier with near all black re fin-
ish.  VGC

347 - MG34/42 MAGAZINE                        
50R drum for the WWII German 8mm MG’s. Most green/ 
grey paint wearing to red primer and grey on edges. In-
cludes Waffen-amt starter tab & 50 links.  VGC

348 - MG34 AMMO CAN AND LINK                  
Green steel 200R ammo can for the German 34/42 MG’s. 
Contains four 50R links and starter tab.  VGC

349 - MG42 ANTI-AIRCRAFT MOUNT                
Tripod mount for the German MG for anti-aircraft use. Ol-
ive green paint with webbing straps. No Nazi marks.  VGC

350 - GERMAN FLARE GUN                        
WWII LP-42 flare pistol. Alloy construction with red Bake-
lite grips and code marked W9.  VGC

351 - US M8 FLARE PISTOL                      
US WWII period M8 Flare Pistol, 4” steel barrel and frame 
with most dulling original finish. Frame marked C E V C 
U.S PROPERTY PISTOL PYROTECHNIC M-8. ExC orig-
inal Bakelite grips. Includes fired case.  VGWO&C  NLR

352 - NO1 MK V FLARE GUN                      
A British Military NO 1 MK V Flare pistol, 3 1/2” steel 
barrel which is stepped and has an attachment lug for an ex-
tension. Steel frame marked with broad arrow and has most 
blued finish. VGC Bakelite grips. These were used by plane 
and tank crews.  VG-ExWO&C NLR

353 - FINISH FLARE PISTOL                     
A Finish Military steel flare gun, 7” barrel. Spur trigger, 
frame marked SA in square. Metalwork with near all blue. 
Worn but GC grips.  VGWO&C  NLR

354 - DOUBLE PERCUSSION FOWLING PIECE         
An English 12 bore double barrel percussion shotgun, circa 
1850, 30” Damascus barrels with faint pattern and without 
makers name visible but English proved. The cross pin lug 
that holds the stock to the barrel has come away as has one 
of the ramrod guides, but all parts are present and in need 
of repair. Un-named lock plates are scroll engraved as well 
as the cocks, and action is strong. VGC woodwork with 
steel furniture extending into pineaple and spear finials. 
With a bit of repair this would make a nice decorative piece. 
FWO&C  NLR

355 - SINGLE PERCUSSION FOWLING PIECE         
Antique, circa 1850, single barrel percussion fowling piece, 
30 3/4” octagonal to round barrel and chipped at the tip, 
lockplate marked W HODGETTS. Metalwork is heavily 
pitted on the triggerguard and parts of the barrel. Action 
at fault, 1/2 stock woodwork is worn but OK, replacement  
ramrod.  PWO&C  NLR

356 - PINFIRE SHOTGUN                         
Late 19th century Pinfire double barrel 12 bore shotgun, 32” 
browned barrels with Belgian proofs. The back action is en-
graved and marked THOMAS MORLEY. Metalwork with 
nice dark patina. VGC woodwork with sling  swivels. Nice 
decorative ‘wall hanger’. VGWO&C  NLR

357 - PERCUSSION DOUBLE PISTOL                
Antique European double barrel percussion travelling pistol, 
3 1/2” approx 54 bore turn off barrel with knurled pattern. 
Action without makers mark but strong. Metalwork has dark 
grey patina. GC one piece wooden butt. GWO&C  NLR

358 - PINFIRE REVOLVER                        
Antique medium size most likely Belgian Lefaucheux type 
pinfire 6 shot revolver, 3 1/4” 7mm cal barrel folding trig-
ger with faulty return spring. Metalwork with dark brown 
patina. GC carved hard rubber grips.  FC NLR

359 - 10 SHOT PINFIRE REVOLVER                
The major parts of a Lefaucheux type 10 shot pinfire re-
volver, 6” round 11mm cal barrel. The action missing the 
hammer and loading gate. Metalwork quite pitted in areas. 
GC woodwork, ideal for parts or restoration.  PC  NLR

360 - ROLL CRIMPER                            
Antique shotgun roll crimper for 12 bore. Marked J.D and S 
PATENT, most original red paint.  GC

361 - ANTIQUE SHOTGUN CLEANING KIT            
12g, pull thru and pewter oiler. English gun maker marked 
and complete in VGC black leather bag. As found in good 
quality cased sets. VGC

362 - ELEY CIGARETTE LIGHTER                  
Vintage Eley-Kynoch 16g brass case in the form of a ciga-
rette lighter as distributed by the trade. Most dull yellow 
paint to outer cover and painted ‘NO6’ overshot wad.  GC

363 - SHOOTING TROPHY                         
Vintage shield style wooden plaque with relief engraved 
pewter front and marked The Wynne Challenge Shield. GC

364 - SHOTGUN BOOK                            
The British Shotgun Vol I 1850-70 by Cuddington and Bak-
er. Medium format, hard cover, 256 pages, B&W and colour 
photos, 1st Edition. VGC

365 - HOLLAND & HOLLAND BOOK                  
The Shooting Field 150 Years With Holland & Holland by 
King. Hard cover, large format, colour photos, 175 pages. 
VGC

366 - TWO DRIVER BADGES                       
WWII Nazi German bronze and silver driver badges on 
cloth backing.  VGC

367 - LUFTWAFFE GROUND COMBAT BADGE           
WWII Nazi German single piece ground combat badge. 
Round type pin. Measures approx. 57x43mm.  VGC

368 - LUFTWAFFE FLAK AWARD                    
Nazi German Luffwaffe Ground Troops Flak award. 
The rear marked A and with round pin. Measures approx 
63x43mm.  VGC

369 - HIGH SEAS FLEET BADGE                   
Nazi German Kriegsmarine High Seas Fleet award. Wreath, 
Eagle and Swastika in gold with blackened ship. Flat bottle 
type pin. Measures approx 55x43mm. VGC

370 - U BOAT AWARD                            
Nazi German U Boad award. Rear with round pin and meas-
ures approx 48x39mm.  VGC

371 - U BOAT PIN                              
WWI 1914 U Boat wriggle pin, retains most gold gilt, meas-
ures approx 56x6mm. VGC

372 - NAZI EAGLE PIN                          
WWII Army/Naval wriggle pin. Pin is correctly grooved 
and Eagle, wreath and Swastika with most gilt, measures 
approx 53x30mm.  VGC

373 - IRON CROSS PIN                          
1939 Nazi Iron Cross wriggle pin. Correct grooved pin and 
Cross. Retains near all aged finish. VGC
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374 - K98 RIFLE                               
A WWII Nazi German 98K 8mm cal rifle, 24” barrel with 
original sights, bayonet lug and cleaning rod. The chamber 
code marked S42 and dated 1938. All external numbers 
matching and Waffen-amt. Metalwork has been refinished,  
most likely Russian capture gun. ExC woodwork complete 
with correct sling. VG-ExWO&C  ALR

375 - K98 RIFLE                               
WWII Nazi German Mauser 98K bolt action rifle, 24 1/2” 
8mm cal barrel with Wafen-amt marks, original sights and 
bayonet lug. Chamber is code marked S/243 and dated 1937 
and 3 Waffen-amt markings. Metalwork with near all Rus-
sian capture refinish and mismatched numbers. ExC lami-
nated woodwork complete with sling.  VGWO&C ALR

376 - NAGANT RIFLE                            
A WWII Soviet model 1891/30 Nagant bolt action rifle, 30” 
7.62x54R  cal barrel with original sights and dated 1943 
and Tula arsenal mark. Metalwork with near all Military 
refinish. ExC laminated stock complete with webbing sling.  
ExWO&C  ALR

377 - NO4 LEE ENFIELD RIFLE                   
A British Military WWII NO4 MKI* SMLE bolt action ri-
fle, 25” .303 cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. 
Receiver marked LONG BRANCH 1942. Metalwork with 
most original blue thinning at the muzzle. GC woodwork  
complete with sling. There is a 4cm long square of wood 
relieved in front of the magazine with two screw holes.  G-
VGWO&C  ALR

378 - CRUCIFORM BAYONET                       
A seldom offered for sale rare cruciform blade NO4 MKI 
SMLE bayonet circa WWII, 8” blade, the base near the fit-
ting marked NO4 MKI SM. Includes its correct steel scab-
bard. Most thinning original blued finish. VGC

379 - PATTERN 1888 BAYONET                    
MKI second type, 12” blade without markings and in GC. 
Wooden grip without oil hole and with brass rivets.  GC

380 - PATTERN 1907 BAYONET                    
For the British Military SMLE, 16.9” blade marked 
WILKINSON 1907 and broad arrow and with slight stain-
ing in a few areas. GC wooden grips.  GC

381 - BAKERS PATENT REVOLVER                  
Nice quality cased English Transitional Revolver by T.K 
Baker of London circa 1850’s, 5 1/2” octagonal to round 
barrel in approx 60 bore and with original silver foresight, 
6 shot round cylinder without top or botton straps. The 
rounded action marked T.K BAKER LONDON and fea-
tures Bakers patent thumb cocking alteration to the standard 
pepperbox bar hammer. This is marked BAKERS PATENT 
& REGISTERED APRIL 24 1852 underneath the hammer. 
This was a major improvement over the self cocking pep-
perbox. The action also has a half cock sliding safety and 
small areas of scroll engraving. Metalwork has dark patina 
with large areas of original blue on the barrel. ExC extreme-
ly fine chequered two piece walnut grip. The action is stong 
and indexes well. Contained in its original green baize lined 
oak case with original loading instructions and accessories 
including powder flask, bullet mould, wad cutter, Dixon 
pewter oil bottle, ebony nipple key and bronze cleaning rod 
plus Eley percussion caps and lead bullets. A nice untouched 
early British revolver.  VGWO&C  NLR

382 - CASED TRANTER REVOLVER          
A circa 1870’s English Tranter double action cartridge re-
volver, 5” octagonal .450 cal barrel marked with retailers 
name E.M REILLY & CO. OXFORD ST. LONDON and 
also marked with caliber and Birmingham proof marks. The  
frame is marked Tranters patent as is the swinging type ejec-
tor for the 6 shot cylinder which is also proved. The action is 
borderline engraved and the screws with sunbursts. Metal-
work has most bright blue on the barrels and thinning finish 
on the frame. The trigger guard and hammer have staining.  
ExC one piece chequered walnut grip. Contained in its orig-
inal red baize lined oak case with Reilly trade label.  VG-
ExWO&C CLR

383 - COLT THUNDERER REVOLVER          
A US Colt double action model 1877 revolver circa 1879, 4 
1/2” .41 cal barrel with two line address on top and etched 
COLT DA 41. The frame with faint patent info. Metalwork 
with nice dark grey patina and traces of blue. External se-
rial numbers are matching. VGC original hard rubber grips 
worn on the edges. Action is strong and working well which 
is seldom encountered on these guns particularly on a early 
3rd year of production model. VGWO&C CLR

384 - COLT THUNDERER REVOLVER        
A Colt model 1877 Thunderer .41 caliber D/action revolver, 
2 1/4” barrel with Hartford address. Metalwork has dark 
aged patina and traces of original blue. Some pin prick 
marks on the barrel, top strap and cylinder, 1887 manufac-
ture with matching numbers. VGC, but worn hard rubber 
birds head grips with rampant horse logo.  VGWO&C CLR

385 - COLT NEW LINE REVOLVER                  
A circa 1878 second model Colt New Line single action 
pocket revolver, 2 1/4” .38 centre fire cal barrel with Hart-
ford address on top, patent and serial number underneath. 
The frame marked 38 cal C to designate centre fire from the 
rimfire model. London proof marks on the cylinder. Metal-
work has traces of blue in untouched areas and slight case 
colours on frame, the rest with dark to grey patina. VGC 
rosewood grips. VGWO&C  CLR 

386 - SNIDER NAVAL RIFLE                      
A British Military Snider MKII** Naval model breech load-
ing rifle, 30 1/2” 577/450 cal barrel with original sights and 
bayonet lug. The breech is marked II ** and the lock plate 
1862. Metalwork has pinpricking on the barrel and action 
with dark patina. The woodwork with brass furniture and  
correctly without rear swivel has an aged repair on the butt 
and pressure dings around the action.  GWO&C  ALR

387 - SNIDER CARBINE                          
A NZ Military Mark III .577 cal Snider Artillery carbine, 21 
1/2” barrel  with original sights and bayonet lug and proved. 
The chamber marked N 81 Z III 497 as well as WD marks. 
The lock plate is marked 1880 Bonehill and view marked. 
Metalwork with nice thinning original blue turning plum 
colour and faint case colours on  the plate. VGC woodwork 
with brass furniture and clear cartouche on right hand side, 
the left is carved AR in a circle (perhaps Auckland Regi-
ment?) and NZ marked on the top of the wrist. Includes  
original rod and repro sling.  VGWO&C ALR

388 - SNIDER CAVALRY CARBINE                  
British Military MKIII Cavalry carbine snider, 19” .577/450 
cal barrel with original sights. Metalwork with near all 
good quaility refinish. Lockplate marked TOWER 1874 
& CROWN & SC above the chamber. The woodwork has 
also been refinished and has an aged split running from the 
chamber to the wrist. All brass furniture and the saddle bar 
missing the ring.  F-GWO&C ALR

389 - SNIDER RIFLE                            
British Military Snider MKII 3 band rifle, 33 1/2” .577 cal 
barrel with original sights and ordnance marked. Cham-
bers marked II K 852 *, lockplate marked TOWER 1865. 
Metalwork is pitted all over and has brown patina. Action 
is working well. Woodwork with brass furniture and miss-
ing a swivel and lock bolts. Ideal for parts or restoration. 
FWO&C  ALR
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390 - US CARTIDGE BOX                         
A brown leather small revolver ammo pouch for the New 
Service/New Army and Navy or similar revolvers. Flap 
marked US in oval with brass dome. The rear marked 
ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL 1908.  ExC

391 - WEBLEY MKVI HOLSTER                     
Brown leather flap holster for the MKVI revolver. The rear 
marked M HARVEY & CO WALSALL C&M 1914.  ExC 

392 - WEBLEY HOLSTER                          
Open top, leather Military holster to suit the MKII revolver 
and cleaning rod.  GC

393 - ADAMS REVOLVER BOOK                     
Adams Revolvers by Chamberlain & Taylerson. 1st Edition, 
hard cover, large format, B&W photos, 239 pages. Consid-
ered a must have book for the British revolver colletor and 
long out of print.  VGC

394 - WINCHESTER CARTRIDGE BOOK               
Winchester Cartridge Boxes 1856-1956 by Giles and Shuey. 
Hard cover, large format, 311 pages, colour photos. A well 
presented and informative book with a price guide. NEW

395 - WINCHESTER M1866 BOOK                   
The First Winchester by Parsons - The story of the 1866 
Repeating Rifle, 1st Edition 1955. Small format, hard cover, 
B&W photos, 207 pages.  GC

396 - COLT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER     
A highly desirable US Colt early 3rd generation M1873 sin-
gle action army revolver circa late 1970’s - early 1980’s, 
7 1/2” .45 lc cal barrel with original foresight and single 
line address and also marked COLT SINGLE ACTION 
ARMY .45. The frame is early black powder style without 
cross bolt. Metalwork retains all its original bright blue on 
the barrel cylinder and frame. ExC original high grade faux 
ivory grips with gold Colt logo. Includes its original manual 
and box with woodgrain cardboard slip cover which is miss-
ing one of the end flaps. ExWO&C  B/CLR

397 - COLT COMMANDER PISTOL         
US Colt Combat Commander semi auto pistol. 4 1/4” .38 
Super cal barrel.  Slide with original fixed sights and marked 
Colt MKIV series 80 plus COMBAT COMMANDER 
MODEL. Stainless steel slide and frame in ExC without 
scratches. Original black plastic Colt logo grips. Includes 
its original case and spare magazine plus spare factory wrap 
around grips.  ExWO&C B/CLR

398 - COLT DOUBLE EAGLE PISTOL  
US Colt Combat Commander Double Eagle semi auto 
pistol, 4 1/4” .45 acp cal barrel. Slide with fixed original 
sights and Colt markings. Stainless steel metalwork with all 
original finish. ExC original black plastic grips and includes 
its blue factory carry case with spare magazine, in as new 
ExWO&C  B/CLR

399 - STAR MODEL MMS PISTOL      
A scarce and good quality Spanish Star model MMS ‘1911’ 
type pistol, 5” 7.63 MAUSER cal barrel, slide with fixed 
original sights and marked with star logo, address and cal 
7.63m/m. Metalwork retains near all its original blue. The 
grip section of the frame is cut for a shoulder stock and the 
butt is marked MMS. Includes its 9 shot magazine plus its 
wooden shoulder stock/holster which is numbered to the 
gun with a part number located on the butt and the holster. 
ExWO&C  B/CLR

400 - SIG MOSQUITO PISTOL          
A German made Sig .22lr semi auto pistol styled on the 
P226, 4” barrel  fitted with factory Brugger & Thomet made 
silencer. Metalwork with near all original finish and features 
a de-cocker plus manual safety. ExC original grips. Includes 
original box and spare magazine. ExWO&C  B/CLR

401 - COLT 22 PISTOL                 
US circa 1990’s Colt 22lr semi auto pistol, 4 1/2” heavy 
barrel with fixed sights. Stainless steel metalwork marked 
Colt 22 in ExC without scratches. ExC polymer grip and 
triggerguard. Includes its original blue carry box and spare 
magazine. In as new ExWO&C  B/CLR

402 - PISTOL ASSEMBLY BOOK                    
Gun Digest Book of Automatic Pistols-Assembly/Disas-
sembly. Soft cover, large  format, 759 pages, B&W photos. 
Covers all major vintage and modern models.  VGC

403 - ASSAULT RIFLE BOOK                      
The Worlds Assault Rifles by Johnson & Nelson. Large 
format, hard cover, 1200 pages. Covers 500 guns from 51 
countries, more than 1000 photos.  NEW

404 - THOMPSON 1928 S.M.G                     
A US Military, Auto Ordnance manufacture, early WWII 
period Thompson model of 1928 A1 S.M.G, 12” 45 acp cal 
barrel with cooling fins and fitted with Cutts compensator. 
The receiver with Lyman adjustable sight. The left hand side 
of the receiver marked U.S MADE 1928 A1 & THOMP-
SON SUBMACHINE GUN etc. Right hand side Auto Ord-
nance Corporation and patent dates. Also marked with WB 
proof for Rock Island Arsenal re-work (this is not a Russian 
re-work) five digit early serial number. Metalwork retains 
near all its finish. ExC woodwork with vertical forend. In-
cludes its 30R stick magazine and oil bottle. Vendor states 
this gun was used in the making of the 1998 film The Thin 
Red Line. ExWO&C CLR

405 - SVT-40 RIFLE                     
WWII Soviet Tokarev SVT-40 semi automatic rifle, 26 
1/2” 7.62x54r cal barrel including the flash hider and with 
bayonet lug and original sights. Chamber is dated 1943 
and marked with star. Metalwork has near all finish, VGC 
original woodwork also dated 1943 and with Tula Arsenal 
cartouche. Includes original magazine and cleaning rod.  
VGWO&C ELR

406 - NAMBU TYPE 14 PISTOL          
A WWII Imperial Japanese type 14 8mm cal semi auto pis-
tol, 4 3/4” barrel with original sight. Right hand side of the 
top section of the frame marked with the marks for Nagoya 
arsenal-Torrimatsu factory and marked below with inspec-
tion marks and Showa 19.4 (April 1944). Fitted with correct 
late pattern cocking handle, magazine spring on the grip 
strap and large triggerguard. Metalwork retains near all its 
original salt blue. The blue is typical of the factory level of 
finish for the period. The magazine is  matching number to 
the gun and has most of its blued finish to the body. ExC 
original grooved wood grips. Included is its correct leather 
hardshell holster with ammo pouch and striker pouch con-
taining its spare firing pin and also a cleaning rod. Hard to 
find a better example. ExWO&C  B/CLR

407 - WWII JAPANESE SWORD                     
Imperial Japanese Shin-gunto Army Officers sword, 25” 
forged blade with faint Hamon (temper line). The tang is 
unsigned but with file marks. The blade is in GC with only a 
couple of minor dings. Tsuba with faint gilt and floral design 
in corners. Ray skin and cloth handle with gilded flowers 
and  held with single pin. Includes its metal over wood scab-
bard which looks to be original brown paint with gilded fit-
tings and single suspension ring. The locking catch to hold 
the sword to the scabbard is missing otherwise VGC.

408 - VICTORY REVOLVER               
A US WWII period S&W Victory model double action re-
volver, 5” .38 S&W cal barrel marked SMITH & WESSON 
on top and side as well as cal info. The frame with logo and 
MADE IN USA. Metalwork with most thinning original 
parkerised finish. VGC original wooden grips. Action oc-
cassionaly sticks on opening otherwise  VGC  B/CLR
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409 - SAUER PISTOL                    
A German S&S model of 1913 .32 cal semi auto pistol 
with 3” barrel. Tubular designed slide with original sights 
and marked on top JP SAUER & SOHN, SUHL. The sides 
marked with cal and patent. Metalwork has thinning original 
finish with some speckle staining. Frame with German com-
mercial proofs. VGC original hard rubber logo grips and 
magazine plus a spare in its Military pebble brown flap hol-
ster. Most likely a WWI German officers private  purchase 
pistol. GWO&C  CLR

410 - SAVAGE 1907 PISTOL              
US Savage Arms Co semi automatic pistol, 3 1/2” .32 acp 
cal barrel. The slide marked with Savage address and patent 
info. Metalwork has original blue thinning to grey in areas 
and pinpricking on top of the frame on the right hand side. 
VGC original hard rubber grips. Includes its brown leather  
flap holster. F-GWO&C  CLR

411 - COLT 1903 PISTOL              
US Colt .32 auto cal semi auto pistol circa 1916, 3 3/4” bar-
rel with original sights. Metalwork has thinning original fin-
ish with areas of scratches and grey patina on the grip straps 
and frame. GC original grips.  FWO&C  CLR

412 - THOMPSON 200R MAGAZINE BOX              
An extremely rare early WWII British 200R magazine box 
for the Thompson S.M.G. Complete with 10 auto ordnance 
20R magazines all in excellent order. The case is without 
dings and has near all its original brown paint. Marked 
BOX, MAGAZINES .45lr CAL. THOMPSON SUB MA-
CHINE GUN, MKI and with folding carry handle. The in-
side of the box has guide to hold the magazines in place 
similar to those in the gun plus original felt pads. The only 
one we have ever seen.  VG-ExWO&C 

413 - WWII L DRUM                             
Genuine WWII 50R drum magazine for the Thompson 1928 
S.M.G. Auto ordnance marked and with U marking for Uni-
versal Stamping Company (subcontractor). Near all finish.  
ExWO&C

414 - THOMPSON 6 CELL POUCH & MAGAZINE      
Rare and seldom seen Australian Army WWII Issue 6 cell 
pouch for the .45 cal SMG complete with six 30R stick 
magazines.  ExC

415 - THOMPSON 3 CELL POUCH & MAGAZINES     
U.S.M.C WWII issue pouch dated 1944 complete with three 
30R magazines.  ExC

416 - NAMBU HOLSTER                           
Japanese WWII type 14 Nambu hard shell 1939 pattern 
brown leather holster. Missing the hinged retention spring, 
rectangular rings on the back and faint ordnance marks in-
side. Striker and ammo pouch in GC.  F-GC

417 - NAMBU MAGAZINE                          
A late pattern magazine for the type 14 8mm cal pistol. 
Nearly all original blue to the body and with notch for frame 
spring & arsenal marked. ExC alloy base plate. Spare maga-
zines are hard to find, particularly in this condition.  ExC

418 - JAPANESE GRENADE                        
An inert WWII period type 97 Japanese fragmentation 
grenade. Complete with fuse and pin and Japanese arsenal 
marks. GC NLR

419 - JAPANESE MORTAR SHELL                   
Inert WWII Japanese Knee mortar shell, 2” x 5 1/2” includ-
ing the fuse, which is attached. Yellow and copper bands 
around the body. Some rust staining otherwise VGC  NLR

420 - US H.E GRENADE                              
An inert WWII US MKII ‘pineaple’ hand grenade. Marked 
FUZE M10A1 etc. Retains most original yellow paint to 
signify high explosive. Most of these early yellow grenades 
were repainted olive drab with yellow band and are hard to 
find.  VGC NLR

421 - ITALIAN ‘RED DEVIL’ MORTAR ROUND        
A scarce and unusual inert Italian WWII Brixia 45mm mor-
tar round known as the Red Devil. Without the safety cover. 
Only 125mm high.  GC NLR

422 - BAKELITE GRENADE                        
British WWII inert NO 69 hand grenade. Bakelite body 
blast type grenade. Screw safety cap, body with fabric tape 
attached. Base marked No 69.1 D.L.R-40.  VGC NLR

423 - JOHN POWELL SHOTGUN                     
A nice quality Spanish  Grulla made 16g sidelock shotgun 
retailed by English gunmaker John Powell, 27 1/2” blued 
barrels with split ejectors and marked JOHN POWELL 
GUNMAKER REIGATE and nitro proved. The twin trigger  
sidelock action is fully scroll engraved and marked John 
Powell AGT and marked inside with Grulla’s makers mark. 
Metalwork retains most blue to the barrels and some stain-
ing to the underside of the tang. VGC original woodwork.  
VGWO&C  ALR

424 - WEBLEY & SCOTT SHOTGUN                  
Good quality English Webley & Scott circa 1960’s boxlock 
hammerless shotgun, 26” side by side barrels with 2 3/4” 
chambers, full and 1/2 chokes with nitro proofs. The bar-
rels are marked WEBLEY & SCOTT BIRMINGHAM and 
have a swamped rib with silver foresight and retain near 
all blue. The action features and automatic top safety and 
split ejectors with double trigger. Metalwork on the action 
is borderline and foliage engraved and marked Webley etc 
and has traces of orginal case colour hardening. The trig-
gergaurd and bottom plate are also engraved and retain most 
original blue. ExC original chequered semi pistol grip wal-
nut butt stock and forend with rubber butt plate fitted. Con-
tained in its original leather bound case with brass corners, 
purple baize lining and trade label plus oil bottle and rod. 
ExWO&C  ALR

425 - WINCHESTER 101 SHOTGUN                  
US 12g U/O model 101 XTR 12g shotgun, 28” 2 3/4” cham-
ber barrels with interchangable chokes, fitted with 1/2 and 
full chokes. Most overall original blue and action is en-
graved in the white. VGC original woodwork.   VGWO&C 
ALR

426 - BAKER SHOTGUN                           
English Baker & Co S/S 12g boxlock shotgun, 28” full and 
1/2 choke barrels with nitro proofs and marked F.P BAKER 
& Co 15 PANTON STREET LONDON S.W and  fitted with 
ejectors. Metalwork has thinning blue with some mild pit-
ting towards the muzzle and scroll engraved action. Worn 
but GC woodwork.   GWO&C  ALR

427 - GATLING GUN                             
A half size scale working model of a British Naval Gatling 
gun chambered in .22lr cal. Fitted with 10 blued barrels 
and a British Naval 720R Brodwell drum magazine, built 
from original plans supplied by the London pattern room. 
The drum is made from anodized aluminium to reduce 
weight. The carriage is a steel Naval design. Most externals 
such as the oscilating cam and crank handle are finished in 
brass. Gun is designed to be changed from the drum to stick 
magazine and includes four of these. Measures 28” high x 
32” wide x 43” long. Includes two spare bolts, firing pins, 
assembly tool and oscilating extension. This gun has been 
changed in catergory from restricted weapon to A catergory 
so it can easily be enjoyed. To view it going search .22 Ga-
tling Gun on YouTube.  ExWO&C  ALR

428 - GATLING GUN PARTS LOT                   
This lot is a package to start manufacturing half size .22lr 
Naval Gatling guns like the previous lot. The lot consists of 
several book, plans and CD with technical drawings. Chain 
feed assembly, chains and magazines, 34 partly finished 
bolts, firing pins, 98 Anschutz and Brno barrels. For a com-
plete  list please contact us. Due to the weight and bulk of 
this lot its viewing will be at SAI Guns & Ammo, 553 Great 
South Road, Auckland (not at the auction venue). VGC
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429 - 17TH CENTURY RAPIER                     
A European 17th Century Swept Hilt Rapier, 27” blade with 
tripple fullers for the first 7”, the hilt retaining most thin 
original cloth and all wire. VGC

430 - CAVALRY OFFICERS SWORD                  
British Pattern 1887 heavy cavalry Officers sword, 36” 
etched blade with slight pinpricking and marked with mak-
ers name Hamburger Rogers & Co London. VGC pierced 
guard, Shagreen and wire hilt. Includes leather bound scab-
bard. G-VGC

431 - PATTERN 1846 SWORD                      
British 1846 Naval Officers sword, 29 1/2” etched blade 
with Naval and Royal cypher. Marked SYMONS outfitter 
Duke St Devenport. Brass guard and hilt with Lions head. 
Ray skin and wire grip. Includes its brass and leather scab-
bard.  ExC

432 - NAVAL CUTLASS                           
Pattern 1845 British Naval Cutlass, 27” blade WD marked 
as well as various date markings. The dish guard and steel 
grip has all correct black paint finish. Copper rack number 
plate in the shape of a diamond with #42 on the guard. VGC

433 - BANDSMANS SWORD                         
Victorian British Bandsmans Pattern 1856 short sword, 19” 
blade with some areas of pin prick pitting, brass hilt marked 
V over TH429 which is also on the brass and leather scab-
bard. VGC

434 - BRASS SHEILD                            
19th Century Indo Persion brass Dhal shield, hand engraved 
with hunting scenes and floral design. Measures approx 
40cm accross.  VGC

435 - SWORD BOOK                              
Swords of the British Army by Robson. Hard cover, medi-
um format, 208 pages, B&W photos, 1st Edition, excellent 
reference book.  VGC

436 - SG 550 RIFLE                            
A Swiss Civilian version of the SIG SG550 .223 cal as-
sault rifle, 21” barrel with flash hider and original sights 
and marked with Swiss Cross. Rear drum style sight on the 
receiver, the two position selector (safe/semi) is located on 
both sides. Metalwork retains near all original dark grey fin-
ish, folding rear synthetic stock and bipod forend. Includes 
20R magazine and original sling. Seldom offered for sale.  
ExWO&C ALR

437 - L1A1 RIFLE                  
NZ Military ‘SLR’ L1A1 7.62 cal semi auto rifle, 25” barrel 
with flash hider and bayonet lug. The receiver with arsenal 
marks and Lithgow 62 date but without carry handle. Metal-
work with most original finish. GC original woodwork with 
swivels. Magazine has been cut down to 7R. VGWO&C 
ELR

438 - FN 49 RIFLE                     
Belgian made 8mm cal FN 49 semi auto rifle, 23 1/4” barrel 
with bayonet lug and original sights. Chamber with Egyp-
tian markings and receiver marked FN with Herstal address. 
Metalwork with near all finish. ExC woodwork complete 
with  swivels.  ExWO&C  ELR

439 - FEG HI POWER PISTOL            
Good quality Hungarian FP-9 version of the Browning Hi 
Power pistol, 4 3/4” 9mm cal barrel. The slide with fixed 
sights and ventilated rib. Marked with makers name etc. 
Metalwork with near all bright original blue ExC wooden  
grip. In as new ExWO&C  B/CLR

440 - HUNGARIAN R61 PISTOL           
A Hungarian FEG RG1 semi automatic hand gun, 3 1/2” 
9mm Makarov cal barrel. Slide marked R61 cal and FEG 
etc. Metalwork has near all original bright blue on the slide 
and alloy grey frame. ExC plastic grips and includes spare  
magazine. In as new ExWO&C  CLR

441 - BROWNING 1903 PISTOL            
A Belgian made Browning model 1903 semi automatic pis-
tol, 5” 9mm browning long cal barrel. The slide with fixed 
sights and marked FN etc. Metalwork has near all original 
blue with a few small speckles on top of the slide. ExC hard 
rubber original grip and frame with original lanyard ring. In-
cludes two spare magazines and 50R’s.  VGWO&C B/CLR

442 - SWEDISH 07’ PISTOL           
Swedish Military model 07 variant of the 1903 pistol, 5” 
9mm Browning Long cal barrel. Slide marked Husqvarna 
etc. Metalwork with near all original parkerised bead blast 
type finish. ExC original grips with Swedish Crown. In-
cludes its correct holster and two magazines.  VGWO&C 
B/CLR

443 - BROWNING 1910 PISTOL         
Belgian FN .32 cal semi auto pistol, 3 1/2” barrel, slide with 
integral sights and Herstal address. Metalwork with most 
original finish, thinning in a few areas and minor staining. 
GC original grips. G-VGWO&C  CLR

444 - AR15 MAGAZINE                           
30R Canadian made black polymer magazine for the AR15/
M16.  VGC

445 - AR15 MAGAZINE                           
Same as previous lot. VGC

446 - SWEDISH MAUSER RIFLE                    
Swedish Military Mauser 96 6.5x55 cal bolt action rifle, 
30” barrel with original sights. The chamber marked CARL 
GUSTAF etc and dated 1900. Metalwork with near all 
bright blue. ExC original woodwork with only a few minor 
dings and complete with original sling. Hard to find a better 
example.  ExWO&C ALR

447 - SWEDISH M/38 MAUSER RIFLE               
WWII Swedish 6.5x55 bolt action M38 rifle, 24” barrel 
with original sights. Chamber marked HUSQVARNA etc 
1942. Metalwork with thinning original finish. ExC original 
woodwork with service tags. VGWO&C ALR

448 - G3 MAGAZINE                             
20R alloy box magazine for the German G3 7.62 cal rifle. 
VGC

449 - AKM ASSAULT RIFLE
A European communist block AKM variant of the AK47 
Assault rifle, 16 1/2” 7.62x39 cal barrel with flash hider, 
original sights and bayonet lug, 3 postion selector on the 
receiver allows semi, full and safe positions. Metalwork has 
most black paint type finish with aged scratches. Fitted with  
correct 30R magazine. GC original laminate woodwork and 
synthetic pistol grip, carved with soldiers name in the butt.  
GWO&C CLR

450 - AK47 ASSAULT RIFLE          
An Eastern European Communist block AK47 7.62X39 cal 
assault rifle, 15 1/2” barrel with original sights. Milled type 
receiver has been modified to only fire semi auto and has 
several weld marks under the selector. Receiver also marked 
with Arsenal marks and has most original thinning blue fin-
ish and fitted with correct 30R magazine. VGC woodwork. 
This rifle was imported as a a ‘C’ catergory rifle, so is not 
available on E license.  GWO&C  CLR

451 - VIETNAM AK47 RIFLE             
A Communist Chinese Vietnam period AK47 rifle, 15 1/2” 
barrel 7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights and is the vari-
ant without underfolding bayonet. The receiver is milled and 
marked with Chinese arsenal marking M22. The 3 position 
selector is marked L&D. Metalwork has most dark original 
patina with some areas of speckling. The woodwork is origi-
nal but shows alot of use and has white paint rack numbers 
on the butt. Includes 30R early type magazine. The gun was 
a NZ Vietnam War souvenir rifle (usually deactivated) and 
compared to most it is in VGWO&C CLR
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452 - AK47 MAGAZINE                           
30R 7.62x39 cal magazine for the AK47/AKM assault rifle. 
European type with spine, near all finish. ExC

453 - AK47 MAGAZINE                           
Same as previous lot.  ExC

454 - AK47 MAGAZINE                           
Same as previous lot.  ExC

455 - DRAGANOV MAGAZINES                      
Four 10R 7.62x56R cal magazines in original green plastic 
carry pouch. To suit the Com-block SVD rifle.  ExC

456 - THOMPSON L DRUM MAGAZINE                
Modern manufacture Auto Ordnance marked 50R magazine 
for the 1921/28 SMG.  ExC 

457 - THOMPSON L DRUM MAGAZINE                
Similar to previous lot but not branded. New in bag. ExC

458 - AK47 DRUM MAGAZINE                      
75R drum magazine for the 7x39 cal AK type rifles. Front 
opening type for easy loading. In as new ExC. 

459 - FIVE THOMPSON MAGAZINES                 
Five 20R magazines of Seymour & Auto Ordnance manu-
facture and retains near all blue in olive canvas pouch.  ExC 

460 - WEBLEY POCKET PISTOL   
British Webley & Scott M1912 pocket model pistol, 2” 
.25acp cal barrel, slide marked with Webley & Scott logo 
and address. Metalwork with original finish thinning on the 
edges and slide serrations. Some staining to the white fin-
ished areas and blue. Original grips with a small chip on the 
left hand side.  GWO&C  CLR

461 - BROWNING 1906 PISTOL            
Belgian FN .25acp cal pocket/vest pistol, 2” barrel, slide 
with Herstal address. Metalwork with thinning original fin-
ish and some staining and pinpricking to the slide. Original 
grips with a few small chips.  F-GWO&C CLR

462 - BELGIAN POCKET PISTOL          
Circa 1911-14 Le Monobloc pistol by Jules Jacquemart - 
Liege, 2” .25acp cal barrel. The barrel and frame are a unu-
sual one piece design and marked ‘Le Monobloc etc. Metal-
work with dark patina, thin blue and some holster wear. The 
original grip has been broken near the screw on one panel 
which is missing as well as cut away near the safety. Miss-
ing firing pin. FC  CLR

463 - WEBLEY MKIV POCKET REVOLVER     
British Webley & Scott .38 S&W cal pocket sized civilian 
model revolver, 3” barrel with British Nitro proofs. Top 
strap marked WEBLEY & SCOTT Ltd etc and MARK IV 
38. Metalwork with near all original finish, frame with cross  
bolt safety catch. ExC plastic Webley logo grips on the 
shortened frame.  ExWO&C  CLR

464 - WEBLEY MARK IV REVOLVER         
The larger grip variant of the British pocket revolver, 3” .38 
S&W cal barrel with commercial logo and proved. Top strap 
marked Webley & Scott etc and MARK IV 38. Frame with 
cross bolt safety and near all commercial style blue. VGC 
Webley logo plastic grips and lanyard ring on butt.  VG-
ExWO&C B/CLR

465 - GERMAN PAY BOOK                         
Original WWII Nazi German pay book for infantry division 
soldier who faught  in Poland, France and Normandy. Brown 
in colour with Army Eagle and marked Sodbuch.  GC 

466 - GERMAN SOLDIERS ID BOOK                 
Nazi German original Wehrpass for German soldier, has re-
cords between 1939 and 44. Green/grey cover with Eagle 
and Swastika.  GC

467 - GERMAN WORK BOOK                        
Nazi German Arbelsbuck, Documents a German citizens 
employment record. Maroon and grey cover with Eagle and 
Swastika. Entries from 1940-45.  VGC

468 - GERMAN BELT AND BUCKLE                  
WWI Bavarian enlisted troops brass buckle and leather belt. 
Buckle marked with motto IN TREUE FEST.  VGC

469 - WWI PRUSSIAN BELT BUCKLE                
Enlisted soldiers brass buckle with Crown and GOTT MIT 
UNS motto. VGC

470 - SS BELT BUCKLE                          
Enlisted soldiers silver buckle. Eagle with SS motto.  VGC

471 - HELMET PLATE                            
WWI German Bavarian Pickelhaube helmet plate. Dark 
patina with mild rust staining only to the back, measures 
approx. 11.5x9mm.  GC

472 - GERMAN DAGGER HANGERS                   
WWII Nazi Army Officers dagger hanger marked DRGM 
on the metal pieces. Slight fraying to the fabric otherwise. 
VGC

473 - RETIRED PILOTS BADGE                    
Scarce WWII Luftwaffe retired pilots badge. Zinc without 
finish but very sharp detail. Round pin, measures approx. 
55x42mm.  ExC

474 - DIAMOND AUXILARY CRUISER BADGE          
Museaum copy of Nazi Diamond Aux Cruiser award. 
Struck in 900 silver and marked CE JUNKER BERLIN SW. 
High quality gold plate and real diamonds on the Swastika. 
Originals sell for over $45,000 US. ExC

475 - DIAMOND U BOAT AWARD                    
A high quality museum copy of the Nazi German U Boat 
Award with diamond, 900 silver with fine gold finish. Swas-
tika with real diamonds. With originals selling for $15,000 
US this is an obtainable option.  ExC 

476 - VON BLUCHER STAR                        
A high grade early jewellers made copy of the Von Blucher 
Star, 3 piece Iron Cross with fine screw back fitting. The star 
is gold with burnished highlights. Cross has polished outer 
frame and marked with Crown 1813 and oak leaves. The 
back is marked 900. This is a stunning copy of an unobtai-
nalbe award.  ExC

477 - POUR LE MERITE CIGARETTE CASE           
Silver cigarette case fitted with single sided Pour le Merite 
badge which is held on by 4 hollow rivits. Inside the case 
with gold elastic bands there is a makers mark SCHWERN 
BERLIN 68. Outside with monogram CK.  VGC

478 - SS CIGARETTTE CASE                      
WWII gold finished cigarette case. SS runes with most 
blackened silver and Totenkopf skulls in each corner. Spring 
hinge and black felt lining on one side with two coil springs 
to hold the cigarettes. The runes and skulls are riveted into 
place, chequered pattern to the body.  GC

479 - MKII STEN S.M.G             
A modern produced functioning MKII 9mm Sten SMG. 
Uses a combination of original and reproduced parts. Met-
alwork with near all black milspec type finish and T style 
stock with 32R magazine.  VGWO&C  CLR

480 - CZ MODEL 26 SMG               
A Czech model 26 submachine gun, 11” 7.62x25 Tokarev 
cal barrel. The receiver with its original sights and near all 
its correct dark grey enamel finish and marked with arsenal 
code she and serial number. ExC compressed resin brown 
pistol grip and forend. Steel side folding stock. Also in-
cludes its 4 cell magazine pouch with 3 magazines - 4 in 
total.  ExWO&C  CLR
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481 - SCORPION MACHINE PISTOL         
Czech model 61 .32 cal machine pistol, 5” barrel. The 
folded steel receiver with adjustable rear sight and three 
postition selector marked 1, 0 & 20. Metalwork with near 
all blue finish. ExC original wooden grip with wire and 
overfolding stock. At just 10 1/2” overall length these are 
extremely small. Includes its 10R magazine and leather hol-
ster.  ExWO&C  CLR

482 - CZECH M38 PISTOL              
A Czech VZ38 .380 cal double action only semi auto pis-
tol, 4 3/4” barrel, slide with original sights and CZ address. 
Metalwork has most original blue with some speckling on 
the slide. ExC original Bakelite logo grips. G-VGWO&C  
B/CLR

483 - HI POWER PISTOL                 
Standard variant of the Hi Power 1935 pistol, 4 3/4” 9mm 
cal barrel. Slide with fixed sights and Herstal address. 
Rounded type hammer. Metalwork with pinpricking to area 
of the slide and chamber but retaining most blue. Fitted 
with Pachmayr rubber grip and includes spare magazine.  
FWO&C B/CLR

484 - TOKAREV PISTOL                  
A Chinese Norinco model 213 variant of the type 51 semi 
automatic pistol, 4 1/2” 9mm cal barrel with fixed sights on 
the slide. Metalwork has near all original blue and marked 
Norinco etc on the slide. ExC original black plastic star logo 
grips and includes spare magazine. ExWO&C  B/CLR

485 - REMINGTON M24 AUTOLOADING RIFLE    
An extremely rare Remington branded rimfire semi auto ri-
fle of Browning design and manufacture. The Remington 
model 24 was listed in Browning Bro’s catalogue in 1914 
as available in .22 short and soon to be available in .22lr 
but WWI stopped production. This actual gun is featured in 
Tylers book - Browning .22 caliber rifles 1914-1991 as the 
only one known to be still in existance at the time of print-
ing (a copy of the book is included with the rifle), 18 1/2” 
.22 short cal barrel threaded for silencer and with original  
sights. Marked REMINGTON ARMS - UNION METALIC 
CARTRIDGE CO NEW YORK BROWNING PATENTS 
JUNE 24 1913-JAN 6 1914 BELGIUM. Also with Reming-
ton mark and Belgium proofs. Metalwork retains original 
finish thinning in areas. VGC original woodwork complete 
with the original magazine. A unique opportunity for the ad-
vanced rimfire collector.  VGWO&C  ALR

486 - MAUSER TARGET/TRAINING RIFLE         
A high grade German model ES 340 .22lr single shot target/
training rifle circa 1920’s-30’s, 25 1/2” barrel with original 
sights and marked MADE IN GERMANY and cal info. 
The chamber with Mauser banner and the side of the re-
ceiver with Obendorf address. Metalwork has most origi-
nal blue and ExC original woodwork complete with origi-
nal butt plate and swivels, marked with Mauser cartouche.  
ExWO&C  ALR

487 - STEVENS POCKET RIFLE PISTOL    
A circa late 19th Century Stevens single shot target pistol 
known as the ‘Pocket rifle’ NO42 model, 10” octagonal to 
round barrel with address and patent dates as well as origi-
nal target sights. Metalwork retains near all nickle on the 
frame and most, slightly thinning, blue on the barrel. ExC  
walnut grip with detachable original steel stock.  ExWO&C 
B/CLR

488 - LE MAT REVOLVER                
A high quality Italian reproduction of a US Civil War Le 
Mat Percussion Revolver, 6 3/4” octagonal 44 cal barrel 
with .60cal grape shot barrel underneath. Metalwork with 
near all original bright blue and engraved cylinder. ExC 
chequered grips. ExWO&C  B/CLR

489 - COLT 1860 ARMY REVOLVER         
A US made Colt Black Powder Co. modern generation 1860 
Army signature series Percussion Revolver, 8” .44 cal barrel 
marked ADDRESS COL SAML COLT NEW YORK  USA. 
Cylinder with roled Naval scene and frame marked COLT’S 
PATENT. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue 
and case colours. ExC walnut grips. Contained in its origi-
nal deluxe wooden display case with blue baize lining and 
includes a Colt flask, Colt mould, nipple key, oil bottle and  
caps. This is a high grade US made version, not Italian made 
and the only one to carry Colt’s name.  ExWO&C  B/CLR

490 - REPRO COLT NAVY REVOLVER          
A Navy Arms co 1857 Navy .36 cal percussion revolver, 
4.9” barrel with most blue and bright case colours on the 
frame and rammer etc. Brass triggerguard and backstrap. 
GC wood grips with some chips.  GWO&C  B/CLR

491 - .22 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER      
Italian Armi Jagar .22lr Frontier model of the Colt 1873 Sin-
gle Action Army revolver, 5 1/2” barrel with scratches and 
thinning blue which is also thinning on the cylinder. Case 
coloured frame and brass triggerguard. GC wooden grips.  
F-GWO&C  B/CLR

492 - COWBOY HOLSTER AND BELT                 
A nice carved leather gun belt and holster to suit 4 3/4” 
single action revolver. Shows nice age, to fit medium-large 
sized man.  VGC

493 - VINTAGE AMMO BELT                       
US ammo belt with 32/40 cal loops. The belt is well tooled 
in criss cross pattern and marked EUBANKS BOISE IDA-
HO.  ExC 

494 - M17 RIFLE                               
US WWI Model 1917 .30-06 cal bolt action rifle, 27” bar-
rel with original sights and bayonet lug, marked E/flying 
bomb and dated 6-18. Chamber marked US MODEL OF 
1917 EDDYSTONE and the receiver with flying bomb. 
Metalwork with most overall blue. ExC original woodwork 
with inspectors mark underneath and original swivels.  VG-
ExWO&C  ALR

495 - WWI LEE ENFIELD RIFLE                   
WWI British Military NoIII * Lee Enfield bolt action 303 
cal rifle, 25” barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The 
wrist marked Crown/GR 1918 SHT LE III*. Metalwork 
with most overall blue. VGC woodwork complete with  
webbing sling.  VGWO&C  ALR

496 - DE LISLE CARBINE                        
A nicely made reproduction of the famous WWII Comman-
do silenced carbine. This model has been built from a NO1* 
rifle and modified to 45acp with full silenced 15” barrel and 
fitted with correct detachable 1911 magazine. Metalwork 
with thinning overall finish. VGC woodwork complete with 
sling.  GWO&C ALR

497 - LEE ENFIELD RANGE RIFLE                 
A NZ Military Long Tom .303 cal range rifle, 25 1/2” barrel 
with bayonet lug and Cenoral Bisley model apperture sight 
fitted. Metalwork with dulling blue finish, tang marked BSA 
Co. Woodwork with NZ marking on the butt and original 
swivels.  VGWO&C ALR

498 - LEE ENFIELD RANGE RIFLE                 
A British Military Lee Enfield Long Tom .303 cal range ri-
fle, 23 1/2” barrel with correct sights and bayonet lug. The 
wrist marked Enfield 1908 LE I *. Metalwork with most 
overall blue, VGC woodwork with arsenal marks on the 
butt. Complete with sling.  VGWO&C  CLR

499 - ARISAKA BAYONET                         
Type 30 bayonet for the Japanese Arisaka rifles, 15 1/4” 
blade with Tokyo Arsenal mark. Hooked quillion guard and 
GC wood grips. Includes steel scabbard.  G-VGC
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500 - GARAND BAYONET                          
US WWII period M1 Garand bayonet, 15 1/2” blade marked 
UFH/US with bomb and dated 1943. Some pitting towards 
the end. VGC grooved Bakelite grips and complete with ol-
ive scabbard which is also US marked. VGC

501 - FN49 BAYONET                            
For the Belgian made semi auto rifle, 9” blued blade with 
near all finish. GC wooden grip. Includes steel scabbard.  
VGC

502 - GERMAN FLAK MAGAZINE AND CASE           
WWII 120mm Flak magazine for the model 38  gun and 
original apple green twin magazine metal case. Magazine is 
code marked cjs 43 and Waffen-amt. ExC

503 - 37MM AMMO CASE                          
WWII Ammo tin for the Swedish 37mm antitank rifle. As 
used by the Desert Raiders. VGC

504 - GERMAN HE FLAK ROUND                    
WWII inert 120mm High Explosive flak round. Some dete-
rioration to the case. Base is code marked and Waffen-amt. 
GC NLR

505 - GERMAN FLAK ROUND                       
WWII inert German AP 120mm round. Base with Waffen-
amt and 39 date. A couple of small dings to the brass other-
wise GC NLR

506 - BELL AIR - COBRA ROUND                    
Inert 37mm round for the WWII fighter plane fitted with 
dummy fuse. Fires through the nose of the propellar. GC 
NLR

507 - POM POM ROUND                           
37mm inert round for the Maxim Gun. Boer War to WWI 
vintage. Vickers VS&M  head stamp.  VGC NLR

508 - COLT WOODSMAN PISTOL             
Circa 1939 .22lr semi auto pistol, 6 1/2” barrel with origi-
nal sights and Colt address etc. The side of the chamber 
marked THE WOODSMAN and slide with Colt logo etc. 
Metalwork with near all original blue, slight  holster wear 
to the muzzle. VGC original walnut grips and Colt marked 
magazine. VGWO&C  B/CLR

509 - WALTHER GSP PISTOL              
A nice example of a German Walther .22lr target pistol, 6” 
.22lr barrel with original adjustable sights. Marked with 
Walther banner and Ulm address and retaining near all 
original finish. ExC right hand wooden target grip. Ex NZ  
Walther agent and in ExWO&C B/CLR

510 - FN .22 TARGET PISTOL            
Belgian Browning model 150 .22lr cal semi auto target 
pistol, 6” barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork with 
near all blue. Right hand target wooden grip and carbine 
style forend, which is missing the locking screw otherwise  
VGWO&C  B/CLR

511 - HAMMERLI .22 PISTOL          
A good quality Swiss Hammerli model 280 .22lr semi au-
tomatic free pistol, 4 3/4” barrel with original sights. ExC 
polymer frame with adjustable weights. Includes a left 
and right handed grips both in ExC and two magazines. 
ExWO&C  B/CLR

512 - HAMMERLI 32 CONVERSION KIT              
A .32 S&W long cal slide and barrel to convert the previous 
lot or another model 280 pistols. Includes two magazines. 
ExC B/CLR

513 - GERMAN MARS TRAINING RIFLE              
A scarce and unusual MARS 115 pre WWII training air ri-
fle in the style of a K98, 22” barrel with K98 type sights. 
The receiver marked MARS 115. Metalwork with thinning 
original blue. VGC oak woodwork with a duffle bag, cut be-
tween the barrel bands consistent with a soldiers souvenier 
bring back. These rifles were used in training of the Hitler 
Youth and make an interesting addition to a K98 collection.  
VGWO&C NLR

514 - ARISAKA TRAINING RIFLE                  
An unusual WWII Imperial Japanese Army blank firing 
training version of the type 38 rifle, 29” 6mm blank cal 
barrel with original sights. The barrel is without rifling and 
smaller diamater than a standard barrel, so incapable of fir-
ing live ammunition. Chamber and receiver with arsenal 
marks. Most of the parts are from the 38 including the bolt 
but without locking lugs. Metalwork has nice dark patina 
and ExC woodwork. Scale and weight are excellent. ExC  
NLR

515 - WINCHESTER M70 RIFLE                    
US circa 1970’s 30.06 cal bolt action rifle, 23” barrel with 
sights removed. Receiver with bases and rings. Most overall 
original blue. VGC woodwork.  VGWO&C ALR

516 - SWEDISH MAUSER SPORTING RIFLE           
Sporterised 6.5x55 cal Swedish rifle, 24” barrel with origi-
nal sights. Metalwork with most overall blue and fitted with 
Redfield scope. VGC commercial wooden sporter stock.  
GWO&C  ALR

517 - K31 SPORTING RIFLE                      
A Swiss straight pull k31 7.5x55 cal sporterised rifle, 23” 
barrel with sporting sights. Action with Swiss Cross. Metal-
work with near all bright blue. ExC sporterised woodwork.  
ExWO&C ALR

518 - GEVARM .22 RIFLE                        
French .22lr semi auto rifle, 21 1/2” barrel with original 
sights. Receiver with 4 power scope. Metalwork retains near 
all original blue. VGC woodwork, includes 10 shot maga-
zine. VGWO&C  ALR

519 - REPRO KENTUCKY RIFLE                    
Italian Pedisoli .50 caliber reproduction of a Percussion 
Kentucky style rifle, 28” octagonal barrel with sights. Met-
alwork retains most blue on the barrel and case colours 
on the action. VGC full wood stock with brass furniture.  
VGWO&C  ALR

520 - WALTHER P1 PISTOL              
German Walther Police version of the P38 9mm pistol, 4 
3/4” barrel, slide with fixed original sights & marked with 
Walther banner & dated 77. Metalwork with original park-
erised finish. ExC walnut wooden grips.  ExWO&C  B/CLR

521 - ENFIELD REVOLVER              
British Military Enfield No 2 MK 1* Revolver, 5” .38 S&W 
cal barrel. Double action only variant, metalwork with most 
overall parkerised finish. ExC plastic grips but missing lan-
yard ring. VGWO&C  B/CLR

522 - S&W MKII REVOLVER              
A British Military marked S&W MKII hand ejector double 
action revolver. The .455 cal barrel has been shortened to 
3 1/4” and with Parker Hale sight fitted. Metalwork with 
ordnance marks and has been refinished. GC original logo 
grips but missing lanyard ring.  GWO&C  CLR

523 - IVER JOHNSON REVOLVER           
US .22rf cal antique double action model 1900 revolver, 2 
1/2” octagonal barrel. Metalwork with near all nickel finish. 
Original hard rubber grips.  VGWO&C CLR
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524 - BRITISH BULLDOG REVOLVER         
An un-named .32 S&W cal double action Bulldog type re-
volver circa early  1900’s, 2 1/2” round barrel. Metalwork 
with dark patina with traces of blue and case colours. GC 
original grips, return spring on double action is at  fault. 
FC  CLR

525 - FLOBERT PISTOL                          
Most likely Belgian made small antique 6mm single shot 
Flobert pistol, 2” round barrel, has been drilled to deacti-
vate. Most thinning nickel finish. GC wooden grips.  GC 
CLR

526 - ‘KEA’ PISTOL               
Single shot, most likely Spanish .410 pistol, 13” barrel with 
bead sight. Metalwork with some staining and pin pricks but 
with dark patina and case colour on the frame.  GWO&C  
CLR

527 - BULLDOG REVOLVER                  
Belgian Oyez brand double action revolver, 1 3/4” .32 S&W 
cal barrel. Metalwork has been polished to white. GC origi-
nal grips. Action at fault. P-FC   CLR

528 - WESTLEY RICHARDS RIFLE                  
A nice quality Lee Speed Sporting rifle by noteable gun-
maker Westley Richards, 23” .303 cal barrel with its origi-
nal iron sights and marked WESTLEY RICHARDS & CO 
LONDON. The chamber with nitro proofs and Westley  
Richards special steel logo. Metalwork with most overall 
thinning original blue and a couple of small pin prick areas 
towards the muzzle. VGC woodwork.   VGWO&C  ALR

529 - LONG TOM SPORTER RIFLE                  
Sporterised Lee Enfield Long Tom, 25” barrel with correct 
sights. Metalwork in GC and marked BSA, includes two 
magazines. The top wood removed and forend shaped, the 
butt is original and NZ marked.  GC ALR

530 - M1 CARBINE FLASH HIDER                  
Clamp on steel flash hider for the US carbine, marked Hider 
Flash M3.  ExC

531 - M1 CARBINE MUZZLE BREAK                 
Clamp on muzzle break for the US carbine.  ExC

532 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINES                    
A 30R and 5R magazine for the US 30 M1 carbine.  VGC
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